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1. Executive Summary 
 
This report is a response to a request for proposals issued by Access to Finance 
Rwanda (AFR) and Building an Inclusive Financial Sector In Rwanda (BIFSIR) to 
conduct a study to determine best practices between Savings Groups (SGs) and 
formal financial institutions, and carry out a Market Assessment and Pilot Project 
design which will serve as a case study, with the Rwandan NGO Parlement des 
Jeunes Rwandais (PAJER) and their SGs. 
 
The study involved field work in the form of interviews, carried out primarily by 
two local researchers, with SGs, field staff in the East and North of Rwanda; 
interviews with SG promoters, financial institutions, and government officials 
based in Kigali; review of documentation both within Rwanda and from outside; 
three presentations to stakeholders to get their feedback on preliminary 
observations; and consultation of on-line documentation and contacts with some 
experts in other countries. 
 
What is proposed here is different from what some might have expected to see. It 
is a different model of linkages than is being practiced by implementers in 
Rwanda who are promoting linkages, which in fact means primarily CARE. The 
report works to make this difference clear by presenting a short history of 
linkages, which suggests some of the historical events that have led to the 
present conception of what a linkage is. The experiences discussed include: 
 

 Early experience in Niger in the 1990’s, which includes perhaps the best 
and the worst in the history of linkage. In one case, CARE inadvertently 
gave groups some bad advice, and took the responsibility of finding a way 
to reimburse group members for the money they had lost as a result. 
However, CARE also facilitated access to a group of credit-oriented MFIs, 
which lent to groups over three years until many of the groups had 
dissolved or lost members, and the MFIs were faced with growing arrears. 
Two consultants (one the author of the present report) were called in and 
made somewhat different recommendations.  

 CARE’s earlier linkage project in Rwanda with the Banque Populaire, in 
which the partner institution showed a reluctance to lend to groups 
despite a 100% loan guarantee. 

 CARE Uganda’s program and the form used to assess a “group’s readiness 
for linkage”. 

 Some field results about spontaneous linkage from a study conducted in 
Kenya, which revealed some reluctance of groups to save in bank 
accounts even when they had opened them.  

 
The report then goes on to suggest best practices, while stating that the use of 
that term is premature in such a new field. It begins by suggesting that it is 
necessary to “unlearn” the conception of linkage as something that is done to a 
SG, and replacing it by a conception of linkage as something that members or 
groups do for themselves, choosing freely with adequate information about their 
options. Also, it proposes to abandon the idea that linkages should always be at 
the group level; the study found no evidence that individual savings accounts or 
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individual loans created problems in groups. On the other hand, it found that in 
some cases loans to the entire group produced at least stress for the members, as 
measured by reported worries, problems and complaints of the members, when 
asked to speak about linkages. 
 
It then goes on to suggest some principles of linkage: 
 

 SGs meet most of the financial needs of most of their members, but do not 
meet all the needs of all members.  However, in many or most cases, SGs 
are the best option available to members for both borrowing and saving, 
compared with banks, MFIs and SACCOs. The reasons why this is so are 
spelled out in detail in section 2.4. 

 Therefore, it is appropriate to make SGs as useful as possible to their 
members, so that they can meet as many of their needs in their group as 
possible. In the case of PAJER and many other Rwandan groups, this can 
be done by making space for more shares in savings books, by 
encouraging groups to resolve situations which slow the ability of some 
members to save, by inviting members to recapitalize their loan fund 
immediately after share-out, and by continuing to make loans, only of 
shorter periods, until share-out. 

 People need a variety of financial services, but SG promoters should never 
forget to keep savings first. The paper quotes David Roodman who, on the 
basis of the best research available, counsels against lending to the most 
vulnerable, who can least tolerate the risk. Roodman also points out that 
easy loan funds discourage savings mobilization.  

 Linkage should be initiated by informed group members, not by NGOs. 
The paper describes two concepts that are useful for analyzing the 
addition of other activities to SGs: the continuum of risk and the continuum 
of choice; the report shows how those two scales define the moral 
responsibility of facilitating agencies. It states that the project cycle is 
usually too short for facilitating agencies to exercise their moral 
responsibility, because problems due to linkages are likely to develop 
after the end of a project.  

 In order to initiate linkages, members need to be given enough 
information to make good choices, through Consumer Financial Education. 
The core content of this education is suggested to be simply the 
advantages, risks, and costs of different sorts of financial product and 
institution; and, the rights and responsibilities of financial consumers. 
The paper presents the advantages, risks and costs of some products that 
are available to Rwandan SGs.  

 There can be no unique answer to the question, When to link? People 
often join groups when they already have an external loan or savings 
account, and in most groups the degree of financial sophistication and the 
desire to link to outside financial institutions will vary substantially 
among members.  

 Regulation for transparency is desirable, and can only come from outside 
the financial industry. The study briefly presents the experience of the 
South African National Credit Registry, and the site and tools available 
from MicroFinance Transparency.  
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 One should be ready to leapfrog bricks and mortar and move to banking 
approaches based on information technology. The paper gives an 
overview of nascent opportunities in mobile banking, particularly calling 
attention to a project launched by CARE, Equity Bank and Orange in 
Kenya, in which the mobile phone has acquired features mimicking some 
of the features of the SG, and through which group members can quickly 
open bank accounts.  

 The financial landscape and technology are evolving so fast that a 
program of continuous learning for SG facilitators and their partners is 
essential. 

 
The paper presents a brief analysis of the market, stressing first that Rwandans, 
like people elsewhere, use multiple services, and that there is more 
complementarity than conflict between SGs and financial institutions; in other 
words, SGs do not usually compete with financial institutions, but rather provide 
a particular set of services, and formal institutions another set, and many people 
will eventually want both, and not one or the other. It discusses the varieties of 
reasons people save, and four borrowing practices observed in the groups 
visited, and concludes that no single saving or credit product could meet all 
needs. It presents a map giving the best information about the saturation of SGs 
in the different districts of Rwanda. This is probably the first time such a map has 
been produced, so it cannot be used for cross-country comparisons. However, it 
suggests that some districts are quite well served, and that donors might want to 
slow down implementation in those areas; other districts, on the other hand, 
have very little penetration.  
 
The study describes the policy and practices of leading SG facilitators, putting 
most emphasis on CARE, simply because its model, of “linking to groups, not 
individuals”, serves as a paradigm within the industry. The study found that 
contrary to expectations, funds from external loans are not combined with funds 
from member savings, at least, not within the groups visited; in fact, in all the 
groups with external loans, members were easily able to say which members had 
taken loans from external funds. The study also found that there was a mismatch 
between the period and conditions of external and internal loans; the study 
found that groups had adopted at least two different strategies to deal with the 
mismatch, and that neither strategy completely eliminated problems.  
 
The study then goes on to present some of the principal lenders to SGs in 
Rwanda, and for each, calculates the real cost of borrowing of typical loans. It 
stresses, however, that the cost of borrowing is only one factor among many that 
should guide consumers.  
 
Finally, the study offers the design of a project for PAJER (and potentially other 
agencies). The project has eight elements: 
 

1. The development of a consumer financial education curriculum to give 
group members the knowledge they need to make sound choices around 
linking with financial institutions 
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2. Tweaks to the PAJER system designed to make the SGs even stronger and 
better able to respond to the needs of members 

3. Integration of the new curriculum into the standard VSL training 
approach, producing a PAJER First Year Saving Group Curriculum. Staff can 
be trained in that curriculum over six or seven days 

4. Staff Training 
5. Training of new groups first, and then after a couple of months of 

experience, training old groups with the new material  
6. Periodic roundtables with SG promoters, financial institutions, donors, 

and government services, to share experience and allow everyone to 
remain up-to-date on new initiatives 

7. A study tour and other meetings to see the new product that was just 
launched in Kenya by CARE, Equity Bank, and Orange 

8. Modification of the PAJER MIS to allow the institution to track the 
evolution of linkages. 
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2. Emerging Best Practices 
 
It is too early for anyone to claim to know the best practices in linkage. There has 
been too little experience. Nonetheless, the research team was confident that, out 
of the observations of group behavior and in interviews with stakeholders at all 
levels, there are some principles that have enough weight and evidence to be 
considered good practices. While the entire field of linkage needs more time and 
more objective quantitative research, we are confident in calling the ideas 
expressed here “emerging best practices”.  
 

2.1. Learning from Prior Experiences 
 
Annex 1, A Short History of Linkages, briefly describes all the known documented 
prior experiences with bank linkages. Just as most modern Savings Groups (SGs) 
can trace many of their procedures back to the MMD project in Niger, beginning 
in the early 1990’s, in the same way most bank linkage efforts also trace some of 
their design to the same project, which in 2004 started introducing their SGs to 
MFIs and SACCOs, and encouraging them to borrow. That project was largely a 
failure, for complex reasons, described in the annex, among which was too much 
loan capital chasing too few viable investment opportunities. While MFI loans 
outstanding to SGs grew quickly, after three years they started to decline again in 
the face of massive defaults. Over-indebtedness and multiple loans to the same 
group were common. Many groups failed, or lost members. 
 
In the face of those difficulties, CARE and its partners commissioned two studies, 
one by Hugh Allen and one by Paul Rippey. Among other measures, Allen 
recommended “portfolio financing”, or making a loan to the group that it would 
manage itself according to its own principles and procedures, rather than tying 
the group loan to a specified series of loans to the individual members. Rippey’s 
recommendations were to avoid making loans to the entire group altogether, so 
as not to use the savings of the poorest members to guarantee loans to the less 
poor members. Portfolio financing was a more attractive approach to MFIs and 
SACCOs, and has become the norm. CARE has worked to improve procedures to 
reduce risk to both the group and the MFI by developing selection procedures for 
SGs. 
 
This study showed that the reforms of insisting on portfolio finance and of 
vetting groups have not produced optimum results for SG members, as will be 
explained in the following sections.  
 

2.2. Unlearning Some Prevalent Ideas 
 
Over a number of interviews and discussions in the course of carrying out this 
study, the consultant encountered deeply held ideas about what “linkage” meant. 
It was often assumed by his interlocutors that the task at hand was to tweak or 
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improve the present way of doing things, to make it even better. As the study 
progressed, it became increasingly clear that there was a disconnect between 
what most people assumed was happening and should happen, and reality in the 
field.  
 
Therefore, it seems useful at this point to speak about what the conventional 
conception of linkages has been, so that, the consultant hopes, key actors will 
“unlearn” it, and therefore have the space to imagine something new.  
 
Perhaps the disconnect lies in this: linkages have been conceived of as something 
that is done to or for a savings group, rather than something that the group and its 
members do for themselves.  
 
In the first sense, the linkage is brought about by a third party, not itself involved 
in the linkage. In the second case, one of the parties involved in the linkage, that 
is, the SG or the formal financial institution, initiates the link. 
 
This distinction is reflected in other common uses of the word “link”. The 
following sentences are examples of the two uses: 
 

“I had a great time in San Francisco. I linked up with some friends I hadn’t 
seen in a while”. In this case, the speaker chose to link himself. 

 
“I’m going to link my website to yours.” Or, “I want to link you up with a 
friend of mine.” In this case, the websites or people are linked, but the 
linkage is instigated externally.  

 
This distinction may seem pedantic. In fact, it is crucial to understanding the 
intentions of this paper. One of the concepts expressed in this paper is the moral 
responsibility of agencies for the directions in which they lead their groups. It will 
be argued here that SG promoters have great authority and influence over their 
groups, and thus their suggestions are heard as endorsements or 
recommendations. It follows that the implementers have responsibility for the 
long-term outcome of linkages. Unfortunately, project funding cycles and 
standard methods of training groups make it very difficult to exercise that 
responsibility, so agencies that instigate linkages, that do linking to their groups, 
are not in a position to exercise the moral responsibility that they have implicitly 
taken on.  
 
Further, it will be argued, members have widely varying needs – one size will 
never fit all – and therefore individual members are usually in the best position 
to know what financial services they want and need. 
 
It is therefore hoped and requested that the reader will set aside any notion that 
groups are linked to financial institutions by the NGOs that have trained them. This 
paper will take a strong position that linkages should be chosen by groups or their 
members, after they are provided with the information they need to make good 
choices.  
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2.3. Principles of linkage 
 
The practices that are expounded here, and that form the basis for the PAJER 
project design, come from a set of principles. These were widely discussed by the 
research team, and each was presented at least once – sometimes three times – 
to stakeholders in public meetings, for discussion.  
 
These principles form the theoretical underpinning of much of the rest of this 
report. They are given briefly here, and then expounded on in some detail below: 
 

 SGs meet most of the financial needs of most of their members, but do not 
meet all the needs of all members.  However, when SGs are able to meet 
the needs of members for savings and credit, which they often do, they 
tend to be the most convenient and client friendly option. 

 Therefore, an important principle of a linkage program is to make SGs as 
useful to their members, so that they can meet as many of their needs in 
their group as possible, while facilitating access of group members to 
those services that the group cannot provide and that are best provided 
by formal sector institutions. 

 People typically need a variety of financial services, but SG promoters 
should never forget to keep savings first. 

 Linkages should be freely chosen by group members. Everyone 
interviewed agreed with this; this study deepens the discussion of what 
“freely chosen” means in practice.  

 In order to initiate linkages, members need to be given enough 
information to make good choices, through what is here called Consumer 
Financial Education. Free choice is also only possible when the facilitating 
agency realizes and acknowledges the amount of influence it has over the 
groups. A suggestion by a facilitating agency is likely to be taken by group 
members as a recommendation; a recommendation by a facilitating 
agency is likely to be perceived as a strong request by group members. 
The researchers believe that SG facilitators may sometimes 
underestimate their own authority in front of the groups.  

 There can be no unique answer to the question, When to link? Some 
members are already using formal financial services at the time they join 
the group; others may never need formal financial services. Every case is 
unique. 

 It goes without saying that transparency about pricing is essential if 
group members are to make informed choices; while many financial 
institutions are clear about their costs, others seem to hide their real costs 
and conditions behind arcane ways of computing interest, and a number 
of separate fees.  Standard ways of computing and presenting fee 
structures are desirable, but the financial services industry is unlikely to 
develop them without outside urging and assistance.  

 SG facilitators should be ready to leapfrog bricks and mortar and move to 
information technology based solutions. 

 The financial landscape and technology are evolving so fast that the best 
solution of today may be outmoded by tomorrow, so a mechanism for 
examining emerging options on an on-going basis is necessary. 
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These principles are elaborated on below.  
 

2.4. Savings groups are usually the best option for members, for 
the services they provide 
 
Savings groups do not meet all the financial needs of their members. However, 
they do meet most of the financial needs of most of their members. They offer 
several now-familiar advantages over any other financial service provider: 
 

 Proximity: SGs meet in the village, or, in the case of urban groups, in 
the neighborhood, near where people live and work. Transport costs 
to the groups are usually zero for most members, and the time lost in 
going to and from a group is minimal. 

 Financial discipline: the SGs are run by the members, who have an 
intense personal interest in assuring that the groups work well. 
Therefore, members regularly enforce both savings and credit 
discipline by other members. Members see the tangible rewards of 
saving regularly, and they learn their obligations in taking out a loan. 

 Low cost: The operating costs of most SGs are near zero – simply 
occasional purchases of small supplies. This means that all earnings 
are returned to the members. This contrasts very favorably with the 
provision of services by formal institutions, which is necessarily 
expensive, given the distances and small amounts involved. 

 Flexibility: while SGs generally operate with great discipline, they also 
allow flexibility when members have unexpected needs – a death in 
the family, a sick child, a fire.  

 Rapidity: most loans are approved and paid the same day they are 
requested. Saving occurs weekly, and, in some SGs, can occur daily.  

 
Linkages should only go forward when one is certain that the services that are 
being provided are services that the group cannot provide. For those services 
that can be provided by SGs, the SGs are usually the best alternative for 
members. Inviting group members to go outside of the group, when the services 
could be provided inside the group, is likely to lead to consumers taking a 
product that is more expensive, less convenient, and more risky. This is clearly 
not in the interests of the members. In the long run, it is also not in the interest of 
financial institutions: presenting a product that will perform poorly compared to 
what the customers can find elsewhere will not build a sustainable market for 
MFIs. 
 
Therefore, the next section is addressed to the issue of making SGs as useful as 
possible to their members. 
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2.5. Make savings groups as useful as possible 
 
It was a finding of this study that the savings groups visited underserve their 
members, by restricting the amount they can save and the periods when they can 
borrow. 
 
If these issues are addressed, the ability of groups to meet the needs of savers 
and borrowers might be substantially improved. By limiting the ability of 
members to save and borrow, SGs serve their members less well, and lead them 
into unnecessary linkages. 
 
The field research pointed to this constraint. For instance, PAJER’s Umbumbwe 
group has six members who have joined a Urwego Opportunity Bank solidarity 
group. They joined, they say, because they all 
do small commercial activities, and they can 
get larger loans than in the group. These six 
members say they cannot leave their SG, 
because of their relationships with the other 
members, and because they like to save in the 
group. However, they also save in order to be 
able to borrow from UOB. The six members 
said that if the savings group could give bigger 
loans they would stop borrowing outside the 
group, because the weekly payments to UOB are 
stressful. 
 
There are at several areas where PAJER and 
other SG implementers can improve the ability 
of their groups to meet their members’ needs: 

Upgrade the four-share passbook 
 
Rwanda is the only country known to the 
consultant where SG passbooks generally have 
space for members to save only four shares at a 
meeting. The standard number around the 
world is five, and some groups have ten. 
Questions about why this is so were never 
given a coherent answer; the decision was 
taken long ago and apparently the practice has 
been passed on without anyone questioning it, 
despite the widespread use of the VSL 
Associates procedures manuals, which have 
multiple illustrations of passbooks with space 
for five shares. Increasing the number from 
four to six would raise the ceiling on savings 
per week, for members who want to save more, 
by 50%, at essentially no cost. Increasing to 
eight shares would allow members to save 

 
Rwanda: 4 shares 

 

 
Pakistan (and most of the world): 5 

shares 

 
Kenya: 10 shares 
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twice as much. Increasing to five would allow a gain of 25%. It is noteworthy that 
CARE reports that its groups in Rwanda have 74% of their assets lent out, while 
in CARE groups in East Africa in general, the percentage is a much lower 33.7%. 
Rwanda has a relatively high percentage of its assets lent out, which might be 
due in part to its asset base being small, and that fact is linked to the fact that the 
country only uses four shares.  
 
It is not an adequate response to simply suggest that members increase the 
share value. The number of shares allowed addresses discrepancy in savings 
capacity within the group, as does the following discussion: 

Use ingenuity in resolving constraints to saving.  
 
While it is a subjective judgment, the SGs observed during this study seem to 
have less of a fervent orientation towards increasing savings than groups in 
other countries.  SG members often exhibit ingenuity in increasing opportunities 
to save, frequently by creating special funds in addition to the savings fund and 
the social fund. The consultants observed one group in which the share value had 
been capped at 250 RwF, although all but two of the members were saving the 
maximum thousand RwF at each meeting. The share amount was kept low at the 
behest of two of the members, who said they were not able to save more.  
 
Several solutions are possible in this situation: the two members could be invited 
to save as one, holding a single passbook, and splitting their contribution to it; 
they might also be invited to join a group with a more convenient share value; 
finally, they could be encouraged to “save for their family, working with their 
spouses, parents or children to come up with the increased share value. These 
solutions might not work in all cases, but should work in many. 
 
It would be very difficult to know exactly the impact of these sub-optimal 
procedures. It is noteworthy that PAJER has quite a high loan-fund utilization 
rate (77.1% of funds lent out at any one time) compared to the African average 
(just over 50%). A high loan fund utilization rate is usually taken to mean a 
strong desire for credit; in fact, it is just as likely that it means that members do 
not get to save as much as they would like.  

Maintain lending in groups throughout the cycle 
 
An external consultant to CARE found that the groups faced the challenge of 
“inadequate funds for loans, especially three months at the beginning of the cycle 
when savings are low and three months to share out when no loans are given to 
members“1. Both of these problems can be resolved easily.  
 
After the annual share out, at the beginning of the next cycle, groups frequently 
decide to recapitalize their loan fund by making an extraordinary contribution, 
usually all of the same amount2. The Field Officer or Village Agent can lead the 

                                                        
1 Beijuka, John K., The Linkage of VSLGs to Umerenge SACCOs Assessment. November, 2011. 
2 This practice is mentioned in the VSL Associates procedure modules: “If the group wishes to 
provide seed capital for the next cycle, they should now do so. Everyone must contribute the 
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group to think ahead to the next few meetings, and weigh the benefits of keeping 
all of their share out, against the cost of having an empty box. Most groups will 
choose to reinvest a part of their share-out in order to maintain a functioning 
loan fund3. 
 
Similarly at the end of the cycle, before share out, the group can restrict loan 
periods, rather than lending. That is, a group that normally makes three-month 
loans, does not need to stop lending three months before share out. Rather, it can 
make three-month loans three months before share out, then two-month loans 
the following month, and finally one-month loans up to one month before share 
out. The group will know which members it can safely lend to, and what amounts 
it can lend. It may choose not to lend three times the amount of savings in the 
months before share-out. 
 
This procedure will be doubly advantageous to the group, because the lending 
volume will be at its highest at the end of the cycle since the savings will be at 
their maximum, and because people will not be afraid to borrow since they know 
they are soon getting their share out. This will feed into the virtuous circle that 
the more the group borrows, the more it earns, and the more it can lend. Also, 
repayments are seldom a problem for loans made late in the cycle, because 
members are more able to pay back loans if they know that they will soon be 
receiving a large lump sum. 

2.6. Savings First 
 
Social investors, SG promoters, and government agencies should align 
themselves with the most recent research into the impact of microfinance, and 
avoid any effort to urge poor people to take on expensive debt. This is not to say 
that group members should not be allowed to borrow from inside or outside 
their groups if they freely choose to do so, but SG partners should avoid falling 
under the spell of facile statements linking micro credit and poverty alleviation.   
 
Recent studies have made this point clearly, and particularly recommended is 
the recent book by David Roodman, Due Diligence: An Impertinent Enquiry into 
Microfinance. Roodman concludes in a brief on his work4 that “On current 
evidence, the best estimate of the average impact of microcredit on the poverty 
of clients is zero.” He goes on to give this advice to social investors:  
 

 Discourage efforts to lend to the poorest, which, far from automatically 
improving their lot, will add risk to their already risky lives. 

                                                                                                                                                               
same amount, including new members. It can be more than 5 shares on this one occasion.” (Allen, 
Hugh and Staehle, Mark, Village Agent Guide, Access Africa Version 1, 24th March 2009).  
3 However, note the important step of having all members physically receive all of their share-
out in cash, before any re-investment is made. Physically distribution of the cash is important for 
transparency and assuring that all outstanding issues from the previous cycle have been 
resolved.  
4 Roodman, David, Due Diligence: An Impertinent Inquiry into Microfinance. 
Center for Global Development Brief. January 2012. 
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 Support moves into deposit-taking, insurance, and money transfers, 
which will involve management training, regulation, policy, and politics. 

 Search for ways to exploit communications technologies to deliver safer 
and more flexible services than are possible with the low-tech 
microfinance methods developed circa 1980. 

 Stand ready to reduce support for microfinance—microcredit in 
particular—since ample finance for credit can inflate bubbles, 
undermine the drive to take savings as an alternative source of money 
for lending, and thus corrode the true strength of microfinance in 
enriching the local economic fabric. 

 
These recommendations significantly influence the direction of the present 
report, particularly the fourth, which points out that too much support for credit 
can discourage savings.  
 

2.7. Individual Choice 

Choice and Risk Continua, and Moral Responsibility 
   
The Aga Khan Foundation conducted a learning initiative from 2009 to 2011, to 
study the integration of SGs and other developmental activities. The initiative 
involved eleven peer-reviewed field studies, desk reviews, and workshops, and 
culminated in a synthesis report5 that drew out observations and lessons from 
the different field studies.  
 
Among the observations of the synthesis report was the finding that the term 
“linkage” covered a variety stances by SG partners, and with them, a variety of 
degrees of choice by the SGs themselves.  
 

                                                        
5 Rippey, Paul and Fowler, Ben. Beyond Financial Services: A Synthesis of Studies on the 
Integration of Savings Groups and Other Developmental Activities. Aga Khan Foundation, 2011. 
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In some cases, participation in the other activity was required of the group.  An 
example is the training as to the causes and prevention of malaria given to all SGs 
by Oxfam, in Mali. Oxfam judged that giving information about preventing 
malaria was of such benefit and carried so little risk that they were willing to 
compel their groups to accept it.  

In other cases, the groups chose activities themselves, sometimes without even 
informing their NGO partners, and in others, the facilitating agency did no more 
than inform the groups of the availability of a service; such was the case in a 
CARE program in Zimbabwe, were SG members were simply informed of the 
availability of sources of farming inputs. 
 
In between those two extremes – complete choice by the group, and requirement 
for the group – lies a continuum of choice, and along that continuum, the 
facilitating agency can not only inform, but endorse an additional activity; or, 
going further, can not only endorse, but urge the groups to partake of the new 
activity. 
 

 
The continuum of choice and the continuum of risk, with ratings of some projects studied by the 
Aga Khan Foundation. The authors of the report asserted that the higher the project was situated 
along the green arrow, the greater was the moral responsibility of the facilitating agency for the 
outcome. The authors also hypothesized a particular threshold of risk, represented by the red line, 
when the intervention involved “opening the box”, or putting the group’s savings at risk. (Beyond 
Financial Services: A Synthesis of Studies on the Integration of Savings Groups and Other 
Developmental Activities, p. 25) 
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The paper also describes a continuum of risk, with the least risk being simply 
some of the time of the members – such is the case with the malaria training in 
Mali – and the greatest risk being “opening the box”, or putting the group’s 
financial resources at stake, through a group investment or income generating 
activity, or through using the groups resources to guarantee a loan. Intermediate 
between those extremes are steps that might change the group’s structure or 
relationships in some fundamental way, such as joining a federation or changing 
its internal structures and relationships. 
 
The synthesis report argues that the power and information asymmetries 
between group and facilitating agency are so great, that the facilitating agency 
takes on a moral responsibility for the outcome of the initiative to the extent that 
it endorses, urges or requires the group to participate in another activity. 
Similarly, that moral responsibility is greater as the group puts more at risk.  
 
These distinctions are important for the present paper in that financial linkages 
involving loans to the group, if guaranteed by all the members, can carry an 
unnecessary risk to the SG. The ability of the facilitating agency to exercise its 
moral responsibility is limited, in that problems with external debt usually take 
several years to develop, and that is a period longer than the typical length of a 
project. By the time there are problems, it is likely that the field officers will have 
left and found new jobs.  
 
While group members should choose freely, they cannot choose wisely without 
information, and the only way that they can get that information is through a 
program of consumer financial education.  

2.8. Consumer Financial Education 
 
Consumer financial education can be presented in several different ways. This 
study proposes that the information be given as part of the general training that 
is given to group members as a part of their first year as members, when they are 
visited frequently by their trainer. This is not the only possible approach, 
however, and it could be complementary to, or replaced by, other approaches.  
 
This section addresses, first, content, and then, delivery, of consumer financial 
education.  

Consumer Financial Education Content 
 
From 2005 to 2007, several Ugandan agencies worked together on a program of 
financial education, using multiple channels, including radio, comics, posters, 
flipcharts, “stand-and-deliver” trainings, and message dissemination through 
Village Financial Extension Workers working with the Ministry of Finance. 
 
The program began with a week-long workshop, with professional facilitation, 
and involving representatives of NGOs, MFI staff, an equal number of MFI clients, 
and government representatives. After five days of hard work to design a 
consumer education project, the workshop came up with a surprisingly simple 
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outline of content. The participants concluded that consumers need to be 
informed in four areas: 
 

Types of products – the advantages and risks of credit over savings, plus 
insurance and remittances. 
 
Types of institution – the costs, advantages and risks of competing types 
of institution, from SG to commercial bank. 
 
The rights of consumers – including such basics as the right to understand 
a contract before signing it, and the right to make decisions free of 
pressure. 
 
The responsibilities of consumers – which consist primarily of respecting 
whatever contract one signs.  

 
These four areas form an excellent framework for discussing consumer 
education. The following is an outline for information that might be included in a 
consumer financial education curriculum; it is not exhaustive but can serve as a 
good starting point for a curriculum design workshop, which should be 
facilitated by someone with expertise in the field.  
 
Group members should know general characteristics about types of products, 
and then should be introduced to the specific types that are on offer on the local 
market at the time of the training. The latter will change frequently, so – as will 
be discussed below – that information must be updated frequently. 

Types of Saving Products 
 
Some members of groups cannot meet all their savings needs inside the group, 
and they should be introduced to the sorts of savings accounts that are available 
to them. 
 
They should understand: 
 
Group savings, which have the advantage of being highly remunerated, better 
than any other saving source available. Group savings are a sort of commitment 
savings mechanism that makes it easy to save and difficult to withdraw.  
 
Other commitment products include fixed deposit savings accounts. These may 
require much larger deposits than most SG members can assemble. 
 
Blocked savings accounts: some lenders require that clients block a certain 
proportion of their loan in a savings account that they cannot access until they 
pay their loan back. While this is called savings, it is more precisely a form of 
collateral, especially in those cases in which the funds are non-remunerated.  
 
Mobile money: phone companies offer mobile phone users the chance to store 
money on their phones (usually no cost for storing it, while the user pays a fixed 
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fee for withdrawal) and to transfer it to another phone user (usually with a fee 
paid by the receiver).  
 
Members can be introduced to the concepts of saving to save, saving to borrow, 
saving for security, and saving for investment. These are discussed below.  
 
They can also be introduced to the concept of the security of their saved funds. 
They could be told of the possible development of deposit insurance in Rwanda, 
of Central Bank supervision and inspection of formal institutions, of the 
Government’s further plans for Umerenge SACCOs, of the advantages and risks of 
saving in SGs and of strategies for keeping cash boxes safe and protecting the 
group from defaults. 

Types of credit products  

 
The field research found four ways that group members borrow: from their 
groups; individually from other institutions; in solidarity groups; and through 
loans signed for by all group members. These could be presented to the 
members, and the advantages, risks and costs of each discussed. They are 
presented here in order from most desirable to least desirable, on the basis of 
risk asymmetries, believed consumer preferences, and likely stress to the group. 

Loans from the Savings Group 

Advantages: These loans are the most consumer friendly of any of the four types 
of loans, for several reasons: they are given easily and quickly, with no paper 
work, and usually approved on the spot, so that the time between the loan 
demand and disbursement can be measured in minutes. They have the 
advantage of the proximity of the group. While the interest rate on the loans is 
usually fixed by the group at a high level, typically ten percent a month (though 
sometimes five percent, and occasionally with no interest, especially when there 
are religious objections to the loan, the interest stays in the group, to be returned 
to the borrowers at the end of the cycle during the annual share-out. In fact, 
some groups, recognizing that peculiar feature of the interest paid on loans from 
the group, refer to it as “the other savings” – that is, they realize that by paying a 
high interest rate, they are increasing the lump sum they will receive at the end 
of the year. 

Other advantages, which are difficult to quantify, involve the social aspects of the 
group. By borrowing and repaying, members express and reinforce the solidarity 
and strength of the group. Other members are happy to see that their savings are 
at work, because they know that that will increase their share at the end of the 
cycle. 

Finally, loans from the group have the advantage of some flexibility around 
repayment. The degree of flexibility depends on the other group members, but in 
general they are aware of and understanding of the mishaps that befall the other 
members – sick children, fires, people losing their jobs, ceremonies of various 
kinds – and are willing to allow members to negotiate easier terms in those 
conditions. Usually, groups distinguish between real social problems, and refusal 
to pay for less compelling reasons.  
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SG loans have shortcomings and do not meet all the needs of all of their 
members, although in most cases they do meet the majority of the needs of the 
majority of their members. The shortcomings concern limits on amounts 
available, period of loans, annual fluctuations in funds, and cashflow from SG 
loans: 

 Generally, the amounts that members can borrow are consistent with 
their level of financial activity. However, in some cases, members have 
legitimate opportunities that cannot be met by the amounts in the loan 
fund.  

 Most group loans in Rwanda are for three months, with a single “balloon” 
payment at the end of the period. For many investments, that period is 
too short. 

 Group loan funds normally are under-subscribed. Overall in Africa, for 
instance, groups have at any one time about half of their available funds 
lent out6. However, the availability of funds varies through the year, and is 
lowest in the months after a share-out, and in the months right before a 
share-out, when the group calls in outstanding loans. 

 Cashflow from SG loans. While SG loans have a low cost to the borrower, 
they can be hard on a borrower’s cash-flow, in that they typically require 
the borrower to lock up one third of the loan amount in savings, and also 
require interest payments that are annualized at over 100%, in the case of 
loans with the common interest rate of 10% monthly.  These conditions 
are not kind to a borrower’s cash flow, and reflect the basic orientation of 
SGs towards saving, rather than borrowing. All of the conditions placed 
on loans are designed to help the group and its members build up assets, 
and reflect the illiquidity preference common among people working near 
the subsistence lever: they like SGs in part because they oblige them to 
have good savings discipline, that will be rewarded at the end of the cycle.  

 

Individual loans from outside sources 

Some group members are able to obtain individual loans from SACCOs and MFIs, 
while remaining in the group. In those cases where the group cannot meet the 
needs or desires of members, taking individual loans is a preferred strategy.  

Advantages: Individual loans reflect the preference of most borrowers, not to be 
encumbered by joint and several guarantees. They remove or minimize any 
asymmetry between risk and benefit: borrowers are responsible for exactly the 
amount they borrowed, neither more nor less. They can negotiate the amount 
and usually the period with the lender.  

Also, individual loans from outside sources can complement loans from a SG. A 
bank or MFI loan is likely to be for a longer period than a SG loan, as well as for a 
larger amount. An MFI loan can therefore be used for capital expenditures, while 
the group loan can be used for working capital.  

                                                        
6 From SAVIX website (www.savingsgroups.com). Consulted 18 April 2012, the loans 
outstanding were 50.1% of performing assets. 
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Disadvantages: The problem with access to individual loans is primarily one of 
access. All lenders require collateral, often of more than the amount of the loan, 
and not all poor people are able to supply it. However, most people in category 
Ubudehe7 level 2 and above can do so, because they have at least a small plot of 
land. (See collateral requirements of different lenders.) All individual loans will 
carry a nominal rate of interest that is less than that of SGs, at least less than 
those charging five or ten percent interest per month. However, the external 
individual loans do not have the advantage of having the interest return to the 
group.  

Even if people can get an individual loan, the requirements for obtaining it can be 
daunting.  

Solidarity Group loans from Outside Sources 

Advantages: While there is still some mismatch between risk and benefit in 
solidarity loans, where not all members take the same amount, the asymmetry is 
less than in cases where some members take no loan, but nonetheless guarantee 
the loan of other members who take a loan. 

Solidarity loans also replace the need for collateral by a joint-and-several, or 
solidarity, guarantee, making them more accessible to those without property.  

Disadvantages: Solidarity loans are usually offered by MFIs that are in the 
Grameen Bank tradition. These are not widespread in Rwanda, and in many 
areas it is not possible to acquire a solidarity loan. They also tend to be 
expensive, and of course carry with them the risk of being liable when other 
members cannot or do not reimburse their loans. 

Loans of external funds through the savings group 

In this approach, all the members of the SG sign a document signifying their 
responsibility for reimbursing the loan, which in turn is on-lent to some or all of 
the members of the group, according to a group decision. 

Advantage: some MFIs are happy with this approach and appreciate the large 
number of guarantors. They note that they have had no problems whatever with 
repayment using this system. 

Disadvantages: If not all members receive the loan, there is a risk-benefit 
asymmetry. This often disfavors the poorer members of the group if the loan is 
taken by better-off members with more investment opportunities. There is 
sometimes a mismatch between the terms and conditions of the external loan 
and those of the internal loan. Despite the large number of guarantors, the loans 
offered may be as or more expensive than any other source. In the Niger 
experience, documented in Annex 1, external loans put stresses on the group 
that led to a decrease in membership. 

Consumer rights and responsibilities 

 
The principal right of consumers is to know and understand their options, and 
the principal responsibility is to respect any contracts they sign. 

                                                        
7  Ubudehe is a socio-economic category in Rwanda; there are six levels, with 1 being the lowest.  
The single largest category in terms of the numbers of people is level 3 
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Understanding the different products offered is difficult because of the obscurity 
of their costing schemes. As will be discussed below in section 3.9, “Regulate for 
Transparency”, consumers need assistance to understand the costs of products. 
Transparent pricing should be mandated, but while waiting for that to happen, 
civil society or development projects can do the work of computing and 
publicizing the costs and conditions of products. 

 

2.9. When to link? 
 
Supporters of various approaches to linkage banking have argued that groups 
should not “be linked” until their second, or sometimes third, year of operations. 
Also, some institutions use a rating sheet to determine when a group is “ready to 
be linked”. 
 
So that there is no ambiguity, it must be stated here as clearly as possible that the 
approach discussed here not only does not answer the question of when to link, 
it rejects the question in the case of credit linkages. The practice of assessing a 
group’s readiness to link assumes that the unit of linkage is the SG. This study 
asserts on the contrary that loans to the group, guaranteed by all the members, 
are the least favorable option for most groups. Readiness to link should depend on 
the ability, capacity and needs of individual members, balanced against the ability 
of the group to meet the needs of the member. The preferred unit of linkage for 
credit is the individual member, or sub-group of members. 
 
The assessment of group performance by a rating sheet might be a useful 
exercise, but does not address the need of the group or the members for 
additional savings facilities, including perhaps commitment savings, nor does it 
assess the need of individual members for larger or longer loans.  
 
This study puts the emphasis on linkages in the sense of this dictionary 
definition of “link”: “a social or professional connection between people or 
organizations”. The connection can be made when the members judge they are 
ready. 
 
Assessing the readiness of the group for linkage, and declaring that the group is 
“ready”, on the basis of formulae that the group is unlikely to understand, 
constitutes at least an endorsement of, and perhaps an urging towards, linkage. 
As was seen in the earlier discussion of the continua of risk and choice, the 
endorsement of the linkage carries with it the moral responsibility for the 
outcome. However, since many groups are formed under three or four year 
projects, and problems related to linkages, particularly credit linkages, are 
unlikely to develop during that timeframe, it is a challenge for the agency that 
formed the groups to honor its responsibility if things go sour.  
 
On the other hand, groups with convenient access to a safe place to save can be 
encouraged to open a savings account at any time, certainly even in the first year 
of their existence. 
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2.10. Insure transparency 
 
It is unrealistic to expect the private sector, or even civil society groups 
operating by private sector principles, to police themselves. The reason this is so 
was eloquently presented by Garrett Hardin in The Tragedy of the Commons. In 
this widely quoted essay, Hardin argues that “conscience is self-eliminating”. The 
individual who decides to limit his family size out of concern for over population 
will find his genes diminishing in the gene pool. Similarly, the MFI that fully 
discloses the costs of its products when its competitors are misleadingly 
advertising a lower cost will find its customers leaving for the less honest 
alternatives. 
 
In the case of truth in advertising, virtue will not come voluntarily, but must be 
enforced. While there are some efforts at self-regulation among financial 
institutions, such as the SMART campaign8, these are predominantly weak efforts 
to make changes that are largely cosmetic, or “greenwashing”. Fundamental 
changes in practice must be mandated.  
 
All financial services – whether with SGs, formal financial institutions, or some 
combination – work better when there is transparency about costs. MFIs are 
known for two practices that disguise the true cost of borrowing. First, many or 
most MFIs express their interest rates as “flat” interest, or a percentage of the 
loan amount rather than the loan outstanding.  
 
The Indian microfinance site MicroFinanceFocus sums up the impact of using 
“flat” calculations eloquently: 
 
However the flat rate calculation method is widely used by micro lenders which 
charges interest on the full original loan amount throughout the loan term, rather 
than on the money that the borrower actually has in her hands. 
In Africa, about 70% of loan products include interest calculated using the flat rate 
method as compared to just 5% in Latin America…. 
Prices calculated using flat interest payments sound much lower than those using 
declining balance interest rates. It is an easy way for institutions to increase their 
income without giving clients the impression that their prices are more expensive. 
However, the declining balance calculation method is more transparent because 
the figure communicated to the client is closer to the figure representing the actual 
percentage of the loan amount paid in interest. 
It is very difficult for borrowers to compare a loan with a 15% flat interest rate to a 
25% declining balance rate. If all institutions used the same calculation method 
then borrowers would be able to make more informed decisions.9 
 
The second feature of many MFI lending approaches is forced or obligatory 
savings, a percentage of the loan amount that is retained by the MFI, and 

                                                        
8 www.smartcampaign.org 
9 http://www.microfinancefocus.com/declining-balance-interest-rates-better-microfinance-
borrowers?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Microfina
nceFocus+%28Microfinance+Focus%29 . Consulted 25 April 2012. 
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rendered to the borrower when the loan is repaid. These accounts are usually 
not remunerated, and, since the savings are counted as part of the loan, the 
borrower actually pays interest to the financial institution on the funds that the 
financial institution is retaining. The impact of this is that effective interest rates 
are often much more than the quoted amount.  
 
The effect of these two practices, plus the frequent collection of fees and 
insurance, usually off the top of the loan, means that MFI loans can be very 
expensive, and often quite hard to compare10.  
 
While cost is far from the only factor that should be taken into account in 
choosing financial products, it is certainly an important factor. There are two 
international experiences that could be resources in Rwanda.  
 

South African National Credit Registry 
 
First, in South Africa, the government, working closely with the financial 
industry and with consumer groups, created the National Credit Registry (NCR). 
(www.ncr.org.za) This independent organization has a board composed of 
representatives of financial agencies and consumer groups in equal numbers, 
with the Central Bank chairing and breaking any tie votes. It has a large number 
of functions, including credit reference, consumer education, debt counseling, 
launching periodic campaigns for good financial behavior by citizens, and a 
complaints hot-line. It also has the power to mandate transparency about 
pricing, and in this regard it has created a standard loan contract that all lenders 
must use. The contract clearly states the effective interest rate of the loan, 
computed on the declining balance, and incorporating the effect of any charges, 
fees, or required savings.  
 
When this form was introduced several years ago, the annual rates reported 
were quite startling, typically more than 300%. This did not stop people from 
borrowing, and in fact, lenders – after initial resistance – state their satisfaction 
with the requirement. However, it has apparently led to some comparison 
shopping by consumers, and interest rates have decreased since the standard 
disclosure procedures were put in place (although the attribution of the decrease 
to the procedures is speculative). 
 
The NCR is funded by a small tax on the revenue of all financial institutions. The 
website for the NCR is highly recommended as a potential model for Rwanda. It 
has a wealth of information for consumers and financial institutions, clear and 
strong statements of rights and responsibilities, and much more.  
 

                                                        
10 The story is told of two German financial analysts who went to a major international MFI in 
Kampala, computers in hand, to analyze the cost of lending. They left at the end of the day, 
discouraged and defeated by the complexity of the system of charges that went beyond their 
ability to analyze. 
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Microfinance Transparency 
 
A second international approach to increasing transparency is the organization 
Microfinance Transparency (MFTransparency.org). The site contains statements 
of principle and good practice, a down-loadable Calculating Transparent Prices 
Tool, and for some countries, comparisons of the costs of a number of products. 
Rwanda is one of those countries. In 2011, a team from MF Transparency came 
to Rwanda and helped a number of financial agencies who freely chose to 
participate calculate the effective interest rates on a number of their products. 
The result of this remarkable exercise can be found on the MF Transparency 
website (at www.mftransparency.org/data/countries/rw/). To their credit, two 
of the principal lenders to SGs – Vision Finance and Urwego Opportunity Bank – 
were among the participating agencies.  
 
As remarkable as this commitment to transparency is, its usefulness is limited 
unless the information actually reaches consumers. Some of the 
recommendations from this study will suggest ways this can come about.  
 

2.11. Leapfrog bricks and mortar 
 
Most practitioners expect that new information technology will replace “bricks 
and mortar” in providing financial services to the poor. This mirrors David 
Roodman’s recommendation to “Search for ways to exploit communications 
technologies to deliver safer and more flexible services than are possible with 
the low-tech microfinance methods developed circa 1980”. 
 
In Rwanda, the promise of new technologies replacing bricks and mortar has not 
yet been fulfilled.  
 
MTN has a mobile money system. MTN with 2.6 million subscribers, is by far the 
largest telco in Rwanda, with three-quarters of the market measured by the 
number of subscribers. MTN Mobile Money was launched in January 2010. 
Deposits into the account are free. MTN subscribers can transfer money (up to 
500,000 RwF) to each other for 250 RwF, about 40 US cents. Withdrawals are on 
a sliding scale from 250 RwF for up to 5000 RwF, to 5000 RwF for up to 500,000 
RwF. In other words, the fees run from about 5% for the smallest transactions, to 
1% for the largest ones.  
 
MTN mobile money is not yet ready to replace cash in most SG transactions. 
While the fees may or may not prove a disincentive to group members, the 
biggest hurdle is probably the absence of agents. While there are, in principle, 
1000 agents in Uganda (against a need estimated by VISA of 6000), the agents 
most often are significantly undercapitalized. For mobile money to assist SGs, 
there must not only be agents, but agents who can deal with the substantial 
cashflows produced by SGs when they share out.  
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VISA and Urwego Opportunity Bank (UOB) both spoke of efforts to reinforce the 
agent network. This will come in time.  UOB is planning to launch a pilot project 
in June using mobile money with their borrowing solidarity groups.  
 
There is little compelling reason at present to use mobile money for ordinary SG 
transactions. While groups in peri-urban areas of Kenya have adopted M-Pesa 
mobile money to reduce the risk of theft, in rural areas the security issue is much 
less, and the cost of using mobile money is likely to pose more of a barrier among 
rural groups with low cashflows.  
 
However, there is a revolutionary product that was developed in Kenya that may 
be substantially more interesting to SGs in Rwanda, if it can be exported. 
 
On 16 March 2012, CARE, Equity Bank, and Orange (a mobile network operator) 
launched a new product intended for SGs that is potentially revolutionary.  The 
product was developed by Equity and Orange with substantial input from CARE. 
It deliberately mimics some of the features of SGs that assure their transparency. 
 
First, Orange developed a special SIM card which requires three PINs, each 
memorized by different “virtual keyholder”. All the PINs must be entered to 
activate the SIM card. 
 
Also, just as in a group in which all transactions take place in front of all the 
members, Orange is planning to add a feature through which an SMS notification 
is sent to all members with mobile phones whenever there is any change in the 
account.  
 
Equity’s contribution is to open a no-fee account for the group when they acquire 
the SIM card, and to open no-fee accounts for all the group members, who choose 
to have one.  
 
Equity is particularly aggressive in working to grow its customer base, and cross-
selling its various products in a low pressure way. This plan seems particularly 
effective. It has the advantage of attracting large numbers of people into the 
formal banking system, at minimal cost to the members, without forcing them to 
accept any particular financial product.  
 
On the day the product was launched in Kenya, 21 groups signed up, and 600 
people opened bank accounts.  
 
Equity Bank and BIFSIR are in communication about the possibility of adapting 
the CARE/ORANGE/Equity product for use in Rwanda. 
 

2.12. Continuous learning 
 
The dynamic financial sector, the rapid development and spread of new 
technologies, and a potential acceleration in the growth of SGs, means that the 
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opportunities that are available to SG members and to financial institutions who 
would like to reach them are changing month by month, or day by day.  
 
It is essential to have some sort of platform for exchanging information. One way 
to do this is discussed below in the proposed project for PAJER. 
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3. Market Analysis 
 
The demand for linkages is likely to vary with a number of factors, including the 
ability of the groups to meet the needs of the members, the perceived value of 
the products offered by financial institutions, and their accessibility to rural 
people. That is, demand is not fixed, but in the economist’s term is elastic, and 
this fact should be taken into account in the following analysis.  
 
This analysis of the market looks at three sets of actors: the groups and their 
members; the SG facilitating agencies, and some of the formal financial service 
providers.  

3.1. Use of multiple services 
 
One overwhelming finding from the field work was the extent to which members 
use multiple financial services. Some of many examples illustrate this: 
 

 Ubumbwe Group (of PAJER) has two group savings accounts. 19 members 
have individual bank accounts and 6 members have a solidarity loan from 
UOB.  

 
 Abadahemuka Group of CRS has a bank account with an Umerenge 

SACCO, and a group loan from UOB, signed for by all members and going 
to 19 of the 35 members. In addition, all the members say they have 
individual accounts in a variety of institutions, including Umurenge 
SACCOs, Bank of Kigali, and Banque Populaire.  

 
Many other respondents in other groups had savings accounts, loans, or both. It 
should be stressed that the use of multiple services created almost no stress 
within the group, and in no way threatened or diminished the groups’ solidarity 
(the few exceptions to this are described below, and occurred when all members 
signed for loans that went to only some members). This is a key finding of this 
study that significantly influenced the recommendations. 
 
These findings are mirrored by an analysis11 of the FinAccess Studies from 2006 
and 2009 in Kenya. The researcher found that use of informal services in Kenya 
had grown rapidly along with the use of formal and semi-formal services, and 
that use of informal services was growing fast in urban and semi-urban areas, 
which are just the areas that are most served by formal institutions. Malkamäki 
concluded that ”informal groups and formal financial institutions are not simply 
substitutes for each other, but that clients value both the formal and informal 
services, and that these different institutional forms may even be complementary.” 
 
A more recent study12 comparing the results of the 2009 FinAccess survey in 
Kenya and the 2011 Financial Access Survey found that all types of service 

                                                        
11 Malkamäki Markku, Informal financial groups in Kenya. FSD Kenya. Unpublished draft, 2010. 
12 Johnson, Susan. The search for inclusion in Kenya's financial landscape: The rift revealed. FSD 
Kenya and Centre for Development Studies, University of Bath. 2012. 
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providers had increased their outreach, and that the use of multiple services was 
continuing to grow steadily.  
 
These two studies simply reinforce the observation of the field work here: there 
is much more complementarity than competition between different types of 
service provider, and SG members easily become bank clients, just as, in some 
cases, bank clients had gone on to join SGs: for instance, in CARE’s Tugire 
Ubukire Group in Rulindo, five members already had loans from the Bank 
Populaire before joining the group.  

3.2. Practice and demand among savings groups and their 
members 

Saving practices and implications 
 
The study demonstrated that group members and groups save for various 
purposes. Four of these were identified by the research team and given labels 
with short abbreviated forms:  
 
Save to Save (S2S) refers to the desire to build up assets for investment, or as a 
hedge against sudden needs. Uzamukunda Didaciene, a member of an SG formed 
by CHF partner African Evangelistic Enterprise, expressed S2S eloquently: “I feel 
secure when I save. The longer I save, my savings increase, and if I have some 
need, I can use my savings to solve my problem.” 
 
Members who save to save are the ones most likely to find their needs met by the 
SGs. 
 
Save to Borrow (S2B) refers to the practice of building up savings as a partial 
guarantee for loans, either within or outside of the group. Mary Mukampuaga, 
another member of the same group, expressed the S2B desire as follows:  “When 
I get a loan, I increase my business. I don’t want to save only, I want to borrow 
and make my business grow.” She was not interested in external loans: “But I 
prefer taking a loan from the group. Even though the interest is high, it comes 
back to us.” 
 
Often groups opened group accounts for the third reason, to Save for Security 
(S4S). Isaac Nkunzimana of PAJER’s Umucyo Group, explained, “We opened our 
account in Umurenge SACCO for the security of our money. People around here 
know that we save and they know who the treasurer is. They can attack our 
treasurer, and take the box. If we don’t put money in SACCO, we have to escort 
the treasurer to her house.”  
 
Emmanuel, a member of a PAJER group, practices both S2B and S4S: “I like the 
group because we take care of each other. But you can save more in the SACCO. 
And borrow: if you have 500,000 you can borrow a million. Your savings are 
secure because if it is lost, the government will pay back.”13 

                                                        
13  This member’s assumption is not meant to suggest that there is in fact a Government policy to 
underwrite any Umurenge SACCO losses.   
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Beninka Mary Rosine, a member of the PAJER group Abakorerabushake, showed 
the interesting interaction between the SG and a formal financial institution: 
“With my share out, I bought a mattress. With the balance, I opened an account 
with the Banque Populaire, because there I could save more compared with the 
group. I’m doing petty commerce- I put money in and take it out.” She was happy 
being in the group, but a current account at the Banque Populaire clearly served 
the needs of her small commerce better. 
 
Mediatrice Uwera, from the same group, saves to save, and said, “I have a SACCO 
account. I’m a student but I also raise goats. When I sell goats, I have too much 
money to save in the group, so I save in the SACCO.” 
 
Finally, there are some hints of Saving for Investment (S4I): Ubumbwe group of 
PAJER has two bank accounts. First, they opened one with Duterimbere in 
January 2011, and then a second with the Umerenge SACCO in July of the same 
year. They like the latter account because the SACCO is “more flexible” in giving 
credit, and because of the dividends they expect to receive at the end of the year 
as members. 

Commitment savings 
 
None of the interviews revealed any expressed desire for commitment savings, 
or mechanisms in which it is easy to save, and expensive or difficult to withdraw 
funds. Of course, undoubtedly the most widespread commitment savings 
program in Africa is the SG movement itself, in which members commit to save 
at least a small amount every week. Many groups allow members to withdraw 
savings at any time, but by doing so they forfeit their interest payments, a 
substantial loss in light of the high rates of return in most groups. Similarly, the 
national health insurance scheme, in which many groups participate, is a form of 
commitment savings. Equity and other banks, and mobile banking services, make 
it easy and free to open savings accounts, while charging for withdrawals. 
Finally, some banks offer term deposits: KCB, for instance, pays 7% on fixed 
deposits over one year (although their drawback is a minimum deposit of one 
million RwF)! 
 
The study did not ascertain the full range of commitment savings products 
available. However, this is an avenue that could be explored as part of a 
consumer financial education package. There is beginning to be some credible, 
rigorous information about commitment savings: a study with randomized test 
and control groups at SEED Bank in the Philippines showed a clear increase in 
savings among those people who were randomly assigned to commitment 
banking accounts14.  
 
A very recent study from Malawi, just reported on in March of 201215, and 
perhaps more relevant to the case of Rwanda, showed surprising gains in 

                                                        
14 Described here: http://financialaccess.org/research/projects/0029 
15 http://blogs.cgdev.org/open_book/2012/03/savings-study-flummoxing-findings.php 
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production and earnings among tobacco farmers who were assigned, randomly, 
to commitment savings accounts at Opportunity International’s bank – the 
results were surprising because in this case, the farmers with the commitment 
accounts didn’t actually save more than the other farmers! Could there be a 
psychological component here, where the fact of being committed to save 
somehow changes investment behavior? It’s difficult to know, but nonetheless, 
whereas randomized control tests of credit programs show little if any positive 
impact, similar test of savings, particularly commitment savings, are showing 
positive, if sometimes perplexing, results.  
 
The behavior of people living at or near the poverty line follows a complex set of 
prerogatives that frequently do not make sense when viewed through the lens of 
classical economic theory. The ground-breaking work Portfolios of the Poor: How 
the World’s Poor live on $2 a day, revealed the complexity of the financial 
instruments and transactions of poor people.  
 
Portfolios of the Poor shows that poor people have conflicting aims: on the one 
hand, they have an illiquidity preference, in that they want to protect their 
savings from their own short-term needs for cash; they deliberately put 
themselves in situations where they are forced to save. On the other hand, they 
often have immediate and urgent needs for cash that are sometimes a life and 
death matter. The ability of SGs to meet both these conditions may be one of the 
reasons for their success. 

Borrowing practices and implications 
 
Reporting on the uses of loans in Rwanda is constrained by the practice of 
facilitating agencies of insisting that loans be for investment. Group members 
tend to report that all the loans they take are invested, even if that outcome is 
extremely unlikely, so it is difficult to determine why people actually borrow. In 
Portfolios of the Poor, borrowing and other lump sums were used for three broad 
purposes: investment; emergencies; and life-cycle events, like weddings and 
funerals. People borrowed very roughly a third of the time for each purpose, in 
the three countries studied in the book. It is more likely than not that Rwandans 
actually borrow in a somewhat similar pattern. 
 
The four ways they borrowed are discussed above in the Consumer Financial 
Education section, and summarized here.    
 
 
 

Type Description 

Loans from 
the group 
savings 

In standard SG methodology, the members save regularly and 
once there are sufficient savings, begin to make loans among 
themselves, at an interest rate and for a period determined by 
the group. 

Individual 
loans 

In a number of groups visited during this study, members had 
taken individual loans from MFIs, SACCOs, and banks. The 
borrowers remained in the group, sometimes borrowing from 
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both the group and the external source.  

External 
solidarity 
group loans 

In at least one case, an MFI (RIM) approached a group, hoping 
to make a group loan. The group said they were not interested, 
but nine members of the group formed a solidarity group and 
received a loan. The members stayed in the group. 

Loans of 
external 
funds through 
the SG 

As practiced in Rwanda, the intention when these loans are 
made is that the MFI lends to the group, the amount received is 
mingled with the group’s other funds, and lent to the members 
according to the group’s normal procedures. As will be seen, 
this does not seem to be the practice. 

 
 
The following table presents the frequency of these different types of loans 
during the field work. It must be stressed that the sample was not intended to be 
random; the research team deliberately chose groups that were representing 
different institutions and different linkage practices. No inference should be 
drawn from the frequencies in the bottom row of the table. 
 
 

 
NGO Group Members 

Members 
with 

individual 
external 

loan 

Members 
with 

solidarity 
external 

loans 
through 

sub 
groups 

Members 
with 

external 
loans with 
guarantee 
of entire 

group 

1 CHF WOWE NANJYE 19 1 0 18 

2 PAJER ABISHYIZEHAMWE 25 0 0 0 

3 PAJER UBUSHAKE 30 0 0 0 

4 PAJER ABAKORERABUSHAKE 30 0 0 0 

5 PAJER ICYIZA 30 0 0 0 

6 CARE INTAMBWE No 50 30 0 2 17 

7 PAJER UMUCYO 30 0 0 0 

8 PAJER TWIZAMURE 30 0 0 0 

9 PAJER JYAMBERE 30 1 1 0 

10 CARE TUZAMURANE 30 0 0 0 

11 CARE TUGIRU UBUKURE 30 0 0 4 

12 CARE TURWANYUBUKENE No32 30 4 0 17 

13 CARE TUZAMURANE No 8 30 0 0 4 

14 CHF TURWANYUBUKENE  23 0 0 2 

15 CHF TWITEZIMBERE 18 0 0 2 

16 CHF TWUZUZANYE 22 0 0 2 

17 CHF TWISUNGANE 22 0 0 2 

18 CRS ABADAHEMUKA 35 0 0 19 

19 CRS TERIMBERE 30 0 0 11 

20 PAJER UBUMWE 30 0 6 0 

21 PAJER DUFATANYE 28 0 0 0 
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NGO Group Members 

Members 
with 

individual 
external 

loan 

Members 
with 

solidarity 
external 

loans 
through 

sub 
groups 

Members 
with 

external 
loans with 
guarantee 
of entire 

group 

22 CARE TWISUNGANE No 8 30 1 0 28 

   TOTAL     7 9 126 

 
Note that the four CHF groups, numbers 14-17, were made up of members of a 
cooperative, and the cooperative guaranteed their external loan.  
 
In most groups with loans guaranteed by the entire group, members said they 
respected the policy of mixing the external money with their own savings. 
However, in every case, the members could state without hesitation which 
members had received external loans and which had not. It is assumed that 
100% of the members, or very nearly so, have taken at least one loan from their 
group. (At present, CARE, reports 65.7% of its members with loans outstanding 
at the time of the most recent data collection).  
 
The loans from external sources, both individual and solidarity, were generally 
initiated by the members themselves. The loans to the groups were generally 
initiated by the sponsoring NGOs. This underscores the importance of the 
responsibility of those NGOs to ensure members fully understand the associated 
risks, rewards and any asymmetries. 

3.3. Policy and practice of savings group facilitators 

CARE 
 

It is appropriate to begin this discussion with CARE, which is not only the leading 
agency in forming and training SGs, with approximately 62% of all members as 
of February 201116, but CARE is also the leading agency in linking them to 
financial institutions, and has the most clearly articulated policies in this area. 
For these reasons, CARE’s policies receive much more analysis than any others in 
this report. 

CARE’s presents its principles of linkage as follows: 

 Groups are linked, not individuals. That is, a financial institution (FFI) 
makes a loan to the group, and the group in turn manages the loan 
according to its own practice. The external funds are not supposed to be 
treated any differently than the internal funds. 

                                                        
16 Correspondence with Hugh Allen. This figure is based on information from multiple sources, 
and includes almost 3,900,000 members, much more than are reported in the Savings Group 
Information Exchange (SAVIX).  
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 Linkage is demand driven. The eligibility for the group’s linkage is based 
on a rating assessment against set criteria. 

 The core principles of member savings, member ownership, and 
transparency are upheld.  

 Member savings are not used as collateral. 

 Only mature groups are linked, and those groups must first receive 
training from the FI on the products being offered. 

 Conservative savings to credit ratio is maintained. In fact, this ratio is 
based on the group’s most recent share out. For a first loan, the lender 
will not lend more than one times the amount of the share-out; for 
subsequent loans, that can go up to three times.  

This approach is implemented by, first, identifying groups which might be 
candidates for linkage; then, using the rating assessment tool to see if they are 
qualified; then, in the case of qualified groups that show interest, inviting a 
representative of an MFI to come speak to the group, explain the products 
available, and help the group decide what product they want. 

 

For groups which want to borrow, Vision Finance, one of CARE’s partners, 
describes their approach as being “the 31st member of the group”. That is, they 
come and sit with the group, determine what is the gap between what the group 
has and what it wants, and make a loan for that amount, which is supposed to go 
directly into the group’s funds, to be managed by the group like any other funds. 

The advantages of this approach are purported to be that the group keeps its 
independence, the extra money is only a top up to the existing funds, and, 
because the group manages the new money exactly as it normally manages its 
funds, there is minimal impact on the group’s functioning.  

CARE’s linkage coordinator is a former loan officer at Vision Finance, as was his 
predecessor in that post.  
 
CARE states that while they had a linkage target under the SAFI project, they 
believe in future it is appropriate not to have a target, since the number of 
linkages should be driven by people’s choices, not by the target. 
 

While CARE asserts that loans to the entire SG do not have a negative effect on 
solidarity, and that individual loans may do so, the field research did not confirm 
either of those assertions. In fact, it found that loans to the SG created some 
tension between members; on the other hand, the researchers found no evidence 
that loans from FFIs to some members created any problem within the group. 

 

The field research visited two CARE groups that had taken loans from Vision 
Finance. The two groups took different approaches to managing the external 
loan, and both approaches had their advantages and costs. However, both groups 
treated the external money as funds separate from their own savings. This is not 
surprising, despite CARE’s admonitions to mix the external funds with the group 
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funds. The external have different requirements than the internal funds.  The 
external funds must be repaid on time. There is urgency about the use of the 
external funds, and an awareness of the risk in not repaying the loan on time. On 
the other hand, the internal funds can be managed in a more relaxed fashion; the 
essential requirement is that they be repaid in time for the share out, but before 
then, if the group is a net saver, then it is likely to be somewhat tolerant of late 
repayments especially if the tardy borrower continues to make interest 
payments on the amount due.  

In one group, Turwanyubukene, there were seventeen borrowers out of the 
group who were taking loans with the funds received from Vision Finance – note 
that in principle, there should not be any awareness of the origin of the funds, 
but in fact the group easily classified the loans according to the origin of the 
funds. The Vision Finance loan had a period of four months, with four equal 
monthly payments of principal, and flat interest of 2.5% per month. The group 
had decided that the members who took the loans with the Vision Finance 
money should respect the payment schedule of the external loan by paying one 
fourth of the principal due on their loan every month, along with interest at the 
same rate as the group was paying on their loans, 10%. This meant that the 
borrowers were paying ten percent flat interest on their declining balance loan, 
which annualizes to 180% effective cost of borrowing. One of the borrowers 
complained to the researchers (in the absence of the Field Agent) that she was 
being treated differently from the other group members, since she had to make 
monthly principal payments, while the other borrowers had a balloon payment. 
That is, the group had decided that the member who had received the loan from 
the outside should respect the repayment schedule of that loan, which was 
different from the practice of the group with its own funds. She had taken a loan 
of 200,000 RwF, and said, “I have to pay 50,000 per month, and will pay 20,000 
loan interest – that is, 2.5% to the bank, and 7.5% to the group. When I look at 
these payments, it is really hard to make good profit in my business. I suggest 
that I pay only the interest rate of the MFI, or that the MFI becomes flexible, and 
allows us to pay after three months, and not on a monthly basis.” 

In the other group, Tugire Ubukire, only four borrowers used the external funds. 
The group decided to follow CARE’s advice to some extent by allowing the four 
members to follow the group’s practice and make single balloon payments 
(though extending the period to four months). This was a considerably better 
deal for the borrowers, but it meant that the group had to pay back Vision 
Finance out of the savings of the other members, which had the effect of 
depleting the group’s resources, and making it difficult for other members to 
borrow.  

 

CARE provided the following summary of their linkages as of the end of 2011. 
VFC is Vision Finance, UOB is Urwego Opportunity Bank, and CLECAM, INKUNGA 
and UMUTANGUHA are all cooperatives.  
 

MFI 

Groups with Bank Accounts Groups with loans 

End of Dec 
11 

Total Amount 
Saved (in 

# of Group with 
credits 

Credit amount 
distributed (in 
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To put these figures in context, the SAVIX database (four months later, in April 
2012) reported that CARE Rwanda had 4812 groups with assets of USD 
2,968,151, and outstanding loans of USD 35,640. Thus, external borrowing 
accounts for only 1.2% of assets, and 1.7% of the USD 2,037,558 in total loans 
outstanding. However, the reliance on external finance varies substantially 
among SGs and partners; at the partner level, it varies from 0% with CARE’s 
partners DUTERIMBERE, EER, and PAJER, and rises to 6.8% with 
TUBIBAMAHORO. Even 6.8 percent, of course, is a small percentage of the 
capital; but individual groups often or usually borrow more than their entire 
collected savings, so the percentage of external finance in their assets rises to 
over fifty percent  

There does not seem an easy way to incorporate a four-month, declining balance 
loan into a group whose standard practice is to make three month balloon 
payment loans. When the external funds arrive, the group will feel compelled to 
lend them, but the period and repayment schedule of the loans to the members 
will inevitably be out of sync with the period and repayment schedule of the 
external loan. Of course, in practice, group members are taking and paying back 
other internal loans, which will have the effect of smoothing over the 
discrepancies between the internal loan policies and the external loan 
conditions. However, it is still an awkward match.   

It also is a questionable assertion that the group’s savings are not used to 
guarantee loans. While the savings are not listed as collateral, the fact that all 
members of a group have signed for the loan, and that they are poor people 
whose liquid assets are likely to be largely held in the group’s saving fund, means 
that in practice, the group’s savings, and therefore, to some extent, its existence, 
are at risk. 

Finally, while the group loans have an enviable track record of having no defaults 
and no portfolio at risk, it must be pointed out that microlending projects seldom 
have problems in their first two years. Problems are much more likely to develop 
in later years, for four reasons: 

Use of loan 

Research conducted by the USAID AIMS project in three institutions in three 
countries showed that the first and second loans given by MFIs tended to be 
invested in money making enterprises; the third and subsequent loans were 
statistically more likely to be used for consumption.  

Loan review 

USD) USD) 

VFC 810 47 795 170 175 773 

CLECAM 155 3 293 32 11 833 

INKUNGA 58 20 730 24 24 619 

UMUTANGUHA 154 4 275 10 15 840 

UOB 3 0 3 3 708 

Total linked 
groups 
31/12/2011 

1 180 76 093 239 231 773 
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During the first contacts with potential borrowers, MFI loan officers tend to 
conduct reasonably good due diligence. After one or two loans, however, 
borrowers gain a reputation as “good clients” or “bad clients”. Good clients often 
get a hasty approval for loan demands. 

Loan amount 

Microfinance lending tends to rely on giving a sequence of progressively larger 
loans to clients judged to be “good”. For instance, in the SG programs in Rwanda, 
first loans are intended to be no more than the amount of the most recent share 
out, where as subsequent loans can rise to three times the amount of the share 
out, a multiplier which itself is multiplied since subsequent share outs are likely 
to be larger.  

Hitting the ceiling 

Successful MFIs have been able to attract large amounts of capital, often in the 
form of grants or gifts, for on-lending. This allows them to continue to expand in 
numbers of clients, but often they can increase their portfolio more efficiently by 
increasing the average loan amount. This process works until clients or groups 
hit a ceiling, which might be determined by a scarcity of loan funds, or by the 
unlikeliness of the amounts being lent to poor people. While repayments are 
usually good in the face of promises of immediate larger loans, they tend to 
deteriorate rapidly if it becomes known that larger loans will not be available.  

For all these reasons, commercial lending to SGs may, over the longer term, have 
unfortunate outcomes for both group members and the lending institutions, 
despite its promising initial results. 

CRS 
 
CRS encourages all of its groups to open savings accounts for three reasons: 
 

 First, they want groups to be familiar with the financial sector, and 
opening an account is one way to familiarize the members with financial 
institutions 

 Second, they want groups to use their accounts for security 
 Finally, they recognize and support the Government’s policy of 

encouraging financial inclusion. All of the CRS groups in the Eastern 
Province are Umerenge SACCO members. 

 
However, CRS has no policy of encouraging other linkages.  
 
It has a somewhat special relationship with the Réseau Interdionescene de 
Microfinance (RIM), which is a faith-based micro-lender. RIM’s Director is also 
the president of CARITAS, which is CRS’s partner in the East. RIM would like all 
the CRS groups to borrow from RIM; CRS is working to sensitize RIM towards a 
more moderate position. Some groups have taken loans, all have paid back, some 
have taken subsequent loans and others have refused. 
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CHF 
 
CHF has a somewhat different approach than other SG implementers in Rwanda. 
First, their groups are predominantly non-distributing ASCAs, meaning that they 
usually do not share out every year. CHF sees groups as much more than mere 
financial service providers. Their groups are made up of especially vulnerable 
people – OVCs, persons living with HIV/AIDs, and others – and CHF accompanies 
them over a multi-year program to increase their skills and ability to care for 
themselves. The groups receive training in group management, financial literacy, 
including how to open a bank account, entrepreneurship skills, and for many, 
gardening and agriculture. When a group reaches a certain stage of maturity, it 
graduates, meaning that it is ready to start a group business. At that time, it 
receives more training, in marketing. When a group is judged to be ready, CHF 
will invite a financial institution to come in to talk with it, and in many cases the 
group, or individuals, will take a loan. CHF works with the financial institution to 
help it understand the bankability of the members; it says that many financial 
institutions are afraid of particularly vulnerable people. 
 

World Relief 
 
World Relief is so far a small player in Rwanda, with only about 2500 SG 
members, and no active linkage policy. 
 

3.4. Outreach 
 
Rwanda is certainly already among the leading countries in access to SGs in 
relation to population. Unfortunately, no reliable data is available comparing 
country outreach. The SAVIX database is still underused, and CARE is the only 
agency reporting to it from Rwanda. Hugh Allen has informally collected 
information on outreach, but this also is incomplete, with errors for Rwanda of 
both inclusion of INGOs who are not present in the country, exclusion of at least 
one that is present in the country, and wide discrepancies between what he 
reports and what the agencies report both to SAVIX and to this consultant. The 
simple fact is that data are not yet as reliable as one would wish. 
 
Nonetheless, the principal implementing agencies have reported on their active 
groups, which allowed the production of the following table. The table also 
includes information from the 2002 census, the most current data which was 
able to provide population by district. The final column in the table, labeled 
simply “%”, shows the number of group members divided by the presumed 
number of households, assuming 5.5 people per household.  
 
 

  
CARE Plan CHF CRS World Relief TOTAL 2002 census % 

Southern 

Gisagara 4,328 

  
1900 

 
6,228 262,128 14.3% 

Huye 3,424 

  
1800 

 
5,224 265,446 11.8% 

Kamonyi   

 
1558 3775 

 
5,333 261,336 12.2% 
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Muhanga   

 
1790 3847 

 
5,637 287,219 11.8% 

Nyamagabe 4,315 

 
2846 7035 

 
14,196 280,007 30.4% 

Nyanza 5,583 

  
1421 

 
7,004 225,209 18.7% 

Nyaruguru 4,533 

 
3163 5045 

 
12,741 231,494 33.0% 

Ruhango 6,542 

 
1699 4149 

 
12,390 245,833 30.2% 

Eastern 

Kayonza 15,129 

  
4600 

 
19,729 209,723 56.4% 

Nyagatare 15,117 

 
1356 1099 

 
17,572 255,104 41.3% 

Bugesera 5,892 

 
2253 1955 1729 11,829 266,775 26.6% 

Rwamagana 4,830 

 
1691 365 

 
6,886 220,502 18.7% 

Kirehe 6,150 

  
3795 

 
9,945 229,468 26.0% 

Gatsibo 9,350 5619 1864 2867 
 

19,700 283,456 41.7% 

Ngoma   

  
7420 

 
7,420 235,109 18.9% 

Nothern 

Musanze 12,265 

   
1075 13,340 307,078 26.1% 

Burera 4,034 

    
4,034 320,759 7.5% 

Gicumbi 13,210 

 
2273 3178 

 
18,661 359,716 31.1% 

Rulindo 6,537 

 
1287 

  
7,824 251,266 18.7% 

Gakenke 12,586 

 
1423 

  
14,009 322,043 26.1% 

Western 

Nyabihu 12,624 

 
1704 

  
14,328 268,367 32.0% 

Rubavu 6,446 

 
2544 

  
8,990 292,653 18.4% 

Rusizi   

  
1368 

 
1,368 331,950 2.5% 

Rutsiro   

 
1923 

  
1,923 264,360 4.4% 

Nyamasheke   

  
389 1228 1,617 325,032 3.0% 

Ngororero 9,490 

 
2032 4957 

 
16,479 282,249 35.0% 

Karongi 6,960 

 
1340 4600 

 
12,900 278,944 27.7% 

Kigali City 

Gasabo   

 
2415 1421 

 
3,836 320,516 7.2% 

Nyarugenge (1) 

 
1994 987 

 
2,981 1,002,295 1.8% 

Kicukiro   

 
2186 954 990 4,130 207,819 11.9% 

Total 
 

169,345 

 
39341 68,927 5,022 288,254 8,893,856 19.4% 

 
These data need to be treated with some caution. They are self-reported, and in 
some cases it was difficult for the agencies to produce them, suggesting that their 
data bases are not well performing. Also, in every case, the data is the most 
current available, but the date may differ from institution to institutions. Finally, 
it should be noted that the data are being compared to ten year old population 
figures; even relative degrees of satisfaction of the demand may not be accurate 
if districts have had substantially different growth rates. Nonetheless, with all 
those caveats, the data allow a fairly good picture of coverage, and is reflected in 
the following map. 
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The table and map show the quite variable coverage, ranging from fewer than 
five percent of households covered (again, with the untested assumptions about 
an average household size of 5.5 people, and only one SG member per 
household) in the three western districts of Rutsiro, Nyamasheke and Rusizi, to 
much higher rates in Eastern districts of Nyagatare (37.9%), Gatsibo (38.2%) 
and Kayonza (51.7%).   
 

3.5. Present and evolving practice and products of financial 
institutions 

Vision Finance 
 
Vision Finance Company (VFC), wholly owned by World Vision, is linking to 
CARE groups under an MOU with CARE.  VFC has opened accounts with 810 
CARE SGs, and as of the end of 2011 had made loans to 170 of them, with the 
average amount per group being about one thousand dollars. VFC is authorized 
to intermediate deposits, and some but not all of their branches collect savings; 
however, their business model is still strongly oriented towards credit. 
 
The MOU provides a standard loan to the groups, with the following conditions:  
 

 Interest rate is 2.5/monthly, computed on the amount of the loan, or 
“flat”. 

Dale Adams
Highlight
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 Period is four months, with one-quarter of the principal due at the end of 
the month. 

 Borrowers pay a loan origination fee of 3% off the top, and 1% insurance. 
 Borrowers must keep 10% of the loan amount in a non-remunerated 

account. 
 
When analyzed using the Microfinance Transparency Calculating Transparent 
Prices Tool, the standard VFC loan carries an annual interest rate of 80.84%. For 
comparison, SGs with a monthly interest rate of 5% have an annualized rate of 
60%, and those with a monthly rate of 10% have an annualized rate of 120%; it 
must not be forgotten in any comparison that unlike the interest paid to FFIs, the 
interest paid on SG loans returns to the members at the end of the year. 
 
NB: while interest rates are famously both opaque and high within MFIs, and 
while the MF Transparency tool shed useful light on the real cost of borrowing 
from particular MFIs, it is not the assertion of this study that the real cost of 
borrowing should be the only, or even the principal factor, in evaluating or 
choosing an MFI. Other factors that can be more important are the other 
conditions of obtaining a loan; proximity; long term banking relationship; and 
other services offered by the MFI, including business training, which is given by 
some, notably RIM. The real cost of borrowing should be made available in to 
consumers and used in their decision making, but should not determine their 
decisions alone.  
 
Mr Shem Kakembo, CEO of Vision Finance, says that the monthly interest rate is 
in the process of being reduced to 2%. 
 
Vision Finance acquires signatures from all the members of the group, but 
reports that they would be happy with any other plan, as long as it did not hurt 
their portfolio at risk, which at present is zero. 
 
Vision Finance is planning to launch a limited mobile banking scheme in June, 
through which depositors can save and withdraw through phones, and check 
their account balance for free. Their partner MTN will send SMS reminders when 
payments are due. MTN charges 250 F for both deposits and withdrawals, but 
this amount is not burdensome if the group saves in cash, and then makes a 
single deposit into the group account. The group will get a phone for only 2000 
RwF (MTN is contributing 3000 RwF, the Rwanda Utilities Regulator is 
contributing 3000 RwF, and VFC will lend, not give, the group 2000 RwF. While 
this is an interesting program, in terms of replacing cash and financial inclusion, 
it is falls substantially short of the CARE/Equity/Orange scheme. 
 
VFC reports that their partner and owner, World Vision, is also interested in 
starting a SG program in Rwanda.  

Urwego Opportunity Bank 

 
Urwego Opportunity Bank (UOB) is a late entry into linkage with Saving Groups. 
They have signed MOUs with CARE and CRS, and are working closely with CHF. 

Dale Adams
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The have about ten CARE groups with loans, and three with CRS. While their 
MOUs allow them to match the amount of the most recent share-out, the have 
put an initial ceiling on their loans of one million RwF. They report that when 
they explain the conditions of their loans, many groups refuse, or they ask for an 
initial small loan to see what it is like. 
 
They use a loan form that has spaces for three people to sign as representatives 
of the group, then spaces for twenty members to sign as co-guarantors, and then 
they join to the loan form another sheet with the signatures of the remaining 
members. They say that in case of difficulties they would contact the first three, 
then the 20, then all the group, and then CARE. 
 
Their terms are more favorable than VFC’s: UOB charges only 2% (flat) per 
month, has no initial fee or insurance, and while they ask for a ten percent 
blocked savings account, they pay the group 4% interest on those funds. Using 
the MF Transparency Calculating Transparent Prices Tool, the annualize cost of 
borrowing is 44.04%, a bit more than half the effective rate charged by VFC 
 
UOB considers the lending program a loss leader for the moment. They say they 
are not making money on it, although they may eventually do so. This program is 
part of their mission to bring financial services to poor people.  
 
They had initially assumed that they would only ask for the signatures of the 
people who actually were borrowing, but CARE said they should make loans to 
the entire group, arguing that since the other members are benefiting from the 
outside loan, there is no problem with having them take some of the risk. They 
would be happy to have the signatures of only the borrowing members, however.  
 
They plan to launch a mobile banking product in June also. Their biggest 
challenge is having enough agents with enough liquidity. 

Umerenge SACCOs 
 
The Umerenge SACCOs encourage people to open accounts with the message 
that if they open an account now, they can get a loan in the future.  
 
Lending terms may vary by SACCO. The Umerenge SACCO in Kiziguru makes 
individual loans, on the condition of having land as collateral (other than the 
house one is living in, to avoid having to evict their members). The SACCO also 
requires that members keep 25% of the loan amount in a blocked account, which 
is remunerated. Borrowers must be members, which requires purchase of share 
capital of 2500 RwF, and must pay a fixed 2000 RwF loan origination fee. After 
that, interest is 2% per month, calculated on the declining balance. Loans can be 
for up to four years. The annualized interest rate depends on the amount of the 
loan, and the amount of interest paid on the savings account. In the case of a 
100,000 RwF loan, and assuming the savings draw 5% annual interest, the 
effective annual rate is 43.55%, comparable to the rate UOB charges 
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The Umerenge SACCO will make loans on the basis of a solidarity guarantee, and 
in that case they ask the loan to be vetted by the local leadership.  
 

Banque Populaire 
 
The Banque Populaire has the largest network in the country with 192 branches. 
It makes it easy to open an account, which costs nothing, but charges 300 RwF a 
month in service charges. It will only lend to legal persons, and so cannot lend to 
a SG as such, and – although it has within its lending instruments the possibility 
of a caution solidaire or joint and several loan guarantee, it rarely makes these 
loans.  
 
Their individual loans require collateral worth 125% of the loan amount. They 
charge 1% commission, and 18% annual interest. They are a very competitive 
lender for individuals with the ability to come up with the collateral.  
 

RIM 

 
The Réseau Interdionescene de Microfinance (RIM), created in 2004, is a deposit 
taking, faith-based, microfinance institution which makes a substantial 
investment in accompanying groups as they develop. 
 
RIM is represented in all of the Catholic dioceses of Rwanda. It has 84,000 
clients, 3,250 billion RwF in deposits, and just short of two billion RwF in loans 
outstanding. Since January 2012, they have made over a billion RwF in loans. 
 
They have field agents who go to villages and form Associations de Financement 
with up to 40 members. They encourage the members to think about projects 
that RIM can finance. RIM further groups members into solidarity sub-groups of 
5-10 members for lending. Repayment schedules and periods are negotiable. 
They charge 2% a month, flat, for groups, and 3% for individuals. Loans require a 
non-remunerated financial guarantee of 25%, plus a 2000 RwF loan origination 
fee, and insurance that varies with the amount of the loan up to 5000 RwF. Using 
the Microfinance Transparency Calculating Transparent Prices Tool, a typical RIM 
group loan of 200,000 RwF, assuming an insurance fee of 2500, carries an annual 
interest rate of 73.51%. A loan of the same amount to an individual would have 
an annual interest rate of 98.27%. 
 
RIM visits its groups weekly, to support them in their business development.  
 

3.6. The legal status of groups 
 
The question was repeatedly raised as to whether SGs have a legal personality, 
and whether they are able to open accounts in their name. While this report 
strongly argues against the systematic linking of SGs as entities with financial 
institutions for the purposes of lending, the question is nonetheless an important 
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one, if only for the purposes of opening group savings accounts for security of 
funds.  
 
No one interviewed thought the groups were legal persons, even if they were 
registered locally at the Umurenge level. However, there was widespread though 
not unanimous agreement that the groups have a “good enough” standing to 
enable them to open accounts – certainly for savings, and in many cases for 
borrowing.  
 
All financial institutions contacted are willing to open a savings account for a 
group. Those that lend to groups overlook the lack of legal personality and find 
that having contracts bearing the signatures of all the group members is an 
adequate guarantee. UOB pragmatically has a strange loan contract with groups 
with three levels of signature; while it might not be a legally binding contract for 
all the members, in practice the members do feel bound by the contract, and 
respect that.  
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4. Design of a project for PAJER 
 
The project design called for in the terms of reference flows from the best 
practices and field findings. It has eight elements: 
 

1. The development of a consumer financial education curriculum to give 
group members the knowledge they need to make good choices around 
linking with financial institutions.  

2. Tweaks to the PAJER system designed to make the SGs even stronger and 
better able to respond to the needs of members 

3. Integration of the new curriculum into the standard VSL training 
approach, producing a PAJER First Year Saving Group Curriculum. Staff can 
be trained in that curriculum over six or seven days. 

4. Staff training. 
5. Training of new groups first, and then after a couple of months of 

experience, training old groups with the new material.  
6. Periodic roundtables with other SG promoters and with financial 

institutions, to share experience and allow everyone to remain up-to-date 
on new initiatives 

7. A study tour and other meetings to see the new product that was just 
launched in Kenya by CARE, Equity Bank, and Orange 

8. Modification of the PAJER MIS to allow the institution to track the 
evolution of linkages 

 

4.1. Development of a consumer financial education curriculum 
 
PAJER already has a consumer education curriculum developed by a local 
consultant and modified after an initial training of trainers course. The training 
was developed by Jessica Massie, for MicroFinance Opportunities (MFOPPS), 
under contract with Access Africa. Much of the information is in the public 
domain, and was presented to members of the SG community, not simply CARE 
staff, in a training of trainers. Nonetheless, Ms. Massie suggests asking CARE’s 
permission to use or modify the materials. If these materials in fact turn out not 
to be available for any reason, there are several other consumer education 
curricula that could be used. 
 
During the TOT, it was decided that the curriculum, though simple and direct and 
designed for rural participatory training sessions, needed further simplification 
to make it more accessible to a population like that of SGs. 
 
The simplified version of the CARE/MFOPPS curriculum contains these modules: 
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This curriculum is a good foundation for a consumer financial education 
program directed to SGs. However, it could also be tweaked to be more 
appropriate for guiding groups and their members around the question of 
linkages. Useful changes would include the following: 
 

 Add a section referring specifically to the sorts of loans that group 
members take in Rwanda (which are outlined in section 3.13 of this 
report). 

 Include a section on increasing savings and internal borrowing within the 
group. 

 Describe the types of institutions that are available to savers and 
borrowers in Rwanda, including Umurenge SACCOs, credit-oriented MFIs, 
commercial banks, and regular SACCOs. 

 Include a description of the specific institutions that are lending to SGs in 
the area near the groups that are receiving training. This would be 
updated at the Quarterly Linkage Roundtables. These introductions 

Session Title Purpose 

1. Getting Started 

 Identify rules for the financial education course 

 Discuss what makes someone a good money manager 

 Analyze the reasons people save and link them to 3 types of 

savings goals 

2. Setting Priorities 
for Your Money 

 Distinguish needs from wants, and “urgent” needs from 
“important” needs 

 Prioritize expenses and goals for one’s own household 

3. Money In and 
Money Out: An 
Introduction to 
Budgeting 

 Examine personal money management behaviors. 

 Create a simple picture-based budget. 

 Distinguish between household and business expenses 

4. All About 
Financial 
Services 

 Clarify misinformation about financial institutions 

 Identify advantages and disadvantages of each mechanism 

5. Make Good 
Choices About 
Financial 
Services 

 Consider personal capacity to open an individual savings 
account 

 Prepare a list of questions to ask before opening a savings 
account 

6. The 
Responsibilities 
of Borrowing   

 Differentiate between grants or gifts of money (such as 

those received post-war) and borrowed money  

 Identify the responsibilities related to borrowing from a 

financial institution 

7. The Costs of a 
Loan 

 Identify direct and indirect costs of borrowing money 

 Calculate the costs of borrowing from a financial institution 

 Define the terms “delinquency” and “default” 

8. “Good” Loans vs. 
“Bad” Loans 

 Identify the risks of borrowing 

 Differentiate between using own money or loan capital 

 Calculate individual ability to repay a loan 
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should be objective and allow comparison of terms and conditions, annual 
cost of borrowing, and contact information. These materials, which could 
be in the form of two page sheets, would need to be periodically updated 
as terms and conditions changed, and as new institutions entered an area. 
This section should include a description and discussion of mobile phone 
banking products.  

 

4.2. Tweak PAJER system to make it even more responsive to 
members’ needs 
 
PAJER’s groups that were observed by the consultant were of good quality, well 
disciplined, with members who participated well, followed procedures, and 
clearly appreciated the groups. It was also the consultant’s observation that not 
all elements of the project were optimized to serve the members. As discussed 
above in section 3.4, the following modifications would help make the groups 
substantially better places to save and borrow: 
 

 Upgrade the four-share passbook 
 Use ingenuity in resolving constraints to saving 
 Maintain lending in groups throughout the cycle 

 
The consultant had a chance to discuss these changes with the PAJER staff in a 
meeting on 25th April. The staff understood the issues and, after discussion, 
believed that all the changes could be made. Interestingly, concerning the two 
ideas to maintain lending through the cycle – namely, recapitalizing the loan 
fund after share out and making loans of shorter periods as share out 
approaches – the staff said that some groups already did both of those things, but 
did them of their own accord, without any encouragement from PAJER.  
 

4.3. Integrate the consumer financial education curriculum with 
the traditional VSLA training 
 
PAJER, like most implementers across Africa, follows the core of the training 
program developed by VSL Associates. This consists of seven modules: 
 

1. Groups, leadership and elections 
2. Development of policies and rules for Social Fund, Share-purchase and 

credit activities 
3. Development of Group constitution 
4. First savings meeting 
5. First loan meeting  
6. First loan repayment  
7. Share out 

 
The first four modules are given one after another and take the group up to the 
beginning of savings. Once they have mastered savings, the trainer gives the two 
modules devoted to lending, numbers five and six. Finally, towards the end of the 
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first cycle, the trainer presents the module on the share-out, and assists the 
group in preparing for the share out. 
 
This content can be seamlessly integrated with the consumer financial education 
module. This proposal calls for working with a curriculum development expert 
to develop a single, unified first year curriculum for SGs that would contain all 
the information in the VSL Associates Training, plus all the information in the 
consumer financial education modules.  
 
The information would be seamlessly integrated into a single curriculum. No 
distinction would be made about the origin of the individual sessions, and in fact 
some sessions might draw information from both existing curricula. Trainers 
would not distinguish between kinds of modules. Rather, they would introduce 
the curriculum perhaps in words like the following: 
 

Over the course of this year, we will be working together to develop your 
skills in managing your finances as a group, and as individuals. As the year 
passes, I’ll give you some information and ideas that we can talk about in 
the group, and then right after that, you’ll have an opportunity to practice 
what we’ve talked about by saving and borrowing in the group.  
 
I’ll show you how you can save in the group, keep good records of which 
members have saved what. We’ll talk about the advantages of building up 
your assets – what you own – through savings, and also the cost of having to 
put off buying things in order to save. I’ll show you how to manage the lock 
box so that you know that no money is ever removed from the box unless it 
is in front of your eyes. I’ll also encourage you to open a group savings 
account so that if your money builds up, you can put some of it safely in the 
bank, and I will invite all of you to open your own personal account, so that 
if you ever have too much money to save in the group, you will have a place 
to put the extra money. Also, when we share out at the end of the year, you 
will be happy to have a bank to put your cash in, so you don’t have to carry 
it all in your pockets or hide it under the mattress.  
 
Then we’ll talk about borrowing. I’ll show you how you can borrow from 
your group. For most of you, the group will satisfy all your borrowing needs, 
especially if you all save a lot. Some of you may want to look for loans and 
savings accounts outside of the group, and we will talk about the different 
kinds of institutions, the reasons people borrow, the different kinds of loans, 
what they cost – and I’ll give you the contact information for the financial 
institutions you might want to talk to. However, I request that first we work 
on getting your savings group working well, and that we make that the 
priority – after that, we’ll talk about other institutions. 

 
Of course, this presentation will be developed and improved by the institution 
and the trainer. It is presented here simply to stress that the financial education 
should be a single curriculum. 
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One way that the information in a combined curriculum might be structured is as 
follows: 
 

Modules in a projected PAJER First Year Curriculum for Savings Groups 
 

1. Getting Started: introduction to what the members can expect to learn 
over the first year, as presented above 

2. Groups, leadership and elections 
3. Development of policies and rules for social fund, share-purchase and 

credit activities 
4. Development of group constitution 
5. Setting priorities for your money 
6. First savings meeting 
7. Money in and money out: an introduction to budgeting 
8. The responsibilities of borrowing   
9. The costs of a loan 
10. First credit meeting 
11. First repayment meeting 
12. All about financial services 
13. Make good choices about financial services 
14. “Good” loans vs. “bad” loans 
15. Increasing savings within your group 
16. Advantages, costs and risks of an external savings account 
17. Advantages, costs and risks of external credit 
18. Four ways group members can borrow 
19. Local financial institutions 
20. Share out and what you might do next with the money 

 
This is a rough first draft, simply to show one way that an integrated curriculum 
could be developed. PAJER will need the services of a competent curriculum 
design specialist knowledgeable about SGs and about consumer financial literacy 
to develop a final curriculum.  
 
All modules should be presented in a similar fashion, and should include: 
 

 A learning objective 
 A lesson plan including information to be presented by the trainer, and 

varied activities for participants 
 Supports, which might include illustrations, and learning exercises or 

games. 
 Evaluation criteria. 

 
Finally, the curriculum should be bound into a manual with reminders about 
adult education and participatory learning techniques, including: 
 

 Asking participants to recall the previous lesson 
 Asking participants their experience with the previous challenge 
 Varying activities during the session 
 Encouraging everyone to participate 
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 Giving participants a challenge for the following session – something to 
accomplish or something to think about.  

 

4.4. Train Staff 
 
Once the first three recommendations are complete – that is, the consumer 
education curriculum is developed, integrated with the existing training into a 
First Year Savings Group Curriculum, including the improvements to the PAJER 
system, PAJER should first train its field staff in the new integrated system17. 
This would require six or seven days in a participatory workshop, probably to be 
held in Gatsibo. For this discussion, it is assumed that the workshop is limited to 
PAJER staff. However, BIFSIR and AFR may choose to invite other additional SG 
implementers. 
 
It would preferably be led by the person who developed the curriculum to allow 
the trainer to make adjustments to curriculum during the workshop. It would 
contain these elements: 
 

 A statement of the purpose of the workshop and the reasons for the 
changes 

 The importance of a unified curriculum, and why it is better for members 
than teaching SG methodology and financial literacy separately 

 A review of participatory training methods 
 An introduction to the modules one by one 
 Role play and simulations in the classroom for each module, with 

feedback from the other participants and the trainer 
 Practice training using the new materials in the field, followed by: 
 Debriefing and any modifications that need to be done to the modules. 

 

4.5. Train old groups, and then new groups 
 
PAJER management will need to work carefully with its staff to determine the 
speed at which the changes can be introduced without compromising other 
activities. It is suggested that the trainers begin by using the new curriculum 
with new groups, because they will be able to try new behaviors out more easily 
with people with whom they have no prior experience or expectations. After a 
month or two, they could return to the old groups and provide them with the 
new materials (though not repeating the old material on group functioning).  
 
 

                                                        
17 Jessica Massie, a curriculum design specialist who developed the existing consumer education 
modules, says that the first tasks - developing a curriculum, combining it with the VSLA training, 
and training staff - would take about 20 days of consultant time, and with travel, translation, fees 
for an artist and printing, might cost about USD20,000. 
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4.6. Periodic Roundtables 
 
The field of linkages is moving at such speed that it will be important to manage 
information. One way to do this is to hold periodic roundtable discussions. Given 
the rapidity of events, and the amount of information to be addressed, it is 
suggested here that the roundtables should initially be no less frequent than 
quarterly. The invitation list should include: 
 

 SG implementers. 
 Financial institutions interested in reaching SG members. 
 Donors and social investors with an interest in SGs and linkages. 
 Relevant government departments with an interest in the area, notably 

but not necessarily limited to BNR and MINECOFIN. 
 
The agenda for the roundtables will be very rich, and will contain: 
 

 Initially, an explanation of the PAJER initiative, to help participants 
understand what is being done without interference from previous ideas 
they may have of what constitutes a linkage program. 

 Reports on the PAJER initiative 
 Qualitative experience of other participants in linkage 
 Quantitative reports on linkages 
 Updating of Financial Institution Technical Sheets to incorporate new 

information about products, and institutions entering new areas. 
 Encouragement and planning of cross-project visits 
 Donor and social investor perspective 
 Government input 
 Discussion. 

 
The roundtables could be hosted by a partner in Kigali, or could rotate among 
the offices of participants.  
 

4.7. Investigation and possible replication of the 
CARE/Equity/Orange project in Kenya 
 
PAJER and BIFSIR have already spoken about means to learn more about, and 
possibly replicate, the project launched in March in Kenya by CARE, Equity Bank, 
and Orange, described above in section 3.10. This should be pursued as part of 
this linkage initiative. 
 

4.8. Modification of the PAJER MIS to allow the institution to 
track the evolution of linkages 
 
The PAJER MIS can easily be modified to track the evolution of linkages. It is 
suggested that this be done in coordination with other implementers so that the 
SG industry can track and report on its contribution to financial inclusion in the 
formal sector. 
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The following user defined fields might be added to the MIS, and to the Data 
Collection Form: 
 
 

Field Possible Values 
Group registration with local 
authorities 

Yes or No 

External group savings account Yes or No 
Amount in group external savings 
account 

Amount 

Members with individual savings 
accounts 

Number 

Total savings of members in individual 
savings accounts 

Amount 

Members with individual loans from 
external source 

Number 

Amount outstanding in individual loans 
to members from external source 

Amount 

Members with solidarity loans from 
external source 

Number 

Amount outstanding in solidarity loans 
to members from external source 

Amount 

Loan to group from outside source 
guaranteed by all members 

Yes or No 

 
Note that the amount of money in loans to the group from external sources is a 
variable already collected in the standard MIS. 
 
This information would be tracked quarterly as part of the standard data 
collection. PAJER staff already have the skills to modify the MIS to add those user 
defined fields. This can be done at once, with the appropriate modification to the 
data entry forms, regardless of the state of advancement of other parts of this 
project, the data will provide a baseline against which changes can be measured. 
This should be incorporated in the data collection for June reporting.  
 
It is important to note that increases in these figures are not in themselves either 
“good” or “bad” indicators, but rather simply open a window into what is 
happening in the group. Nonetheless, some changes and ratios should be 
observed and tracked with attention: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item Discussion 
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Item Discussion 

Attendance and turnover in 
groups with the three types of 
borrowing linkage 

On the basis of field observation, it is proposed in this 
study that individual and small group loans do not 
affect solidarity within the group. Attendance and 
dropouts are indicators of solidarity. Changes in these 
values will confirm or contradict the finding of the 
study. 

Changes in saving and 
borrowing within groups with 
individual and sub-group 
loans. 

These changes will indicate to what extent outside 
loans reduce saving and lending in the group, relative 
to groups with no or fewer outside loans.  

Changes in borrowing from 
internal funds by groups with 
external group loans 

There is some evidence from field interviews that 
meeting the repayment schedule of outside loans can 
force groups to reduce the capital in their loan funds. 
This should be tested.  

Ratios of internal to external 
savings. 

It is assumed that most members will find internal 
savings more desirable. If much money goes to 
external savings, it should be examined why, and 
whether members are saving externally to save, to 
borrow, for security, or for investment.  

Year over year total (internal 
and external) per member 
savings change in groups, 
categorized by the amount and 
kind of external loans. 

This will give a weak indication of the impact of 
external lending. If total per member savings increases 
in groups with higher external loans, this would 
suggest a positive impact to the loans. If per member 
savings decrease, it would be less conclusive, and could 
indicate an impoverishment of members, but could 
equally well mean that member assets have moved to 
productive enterprises, decreasing liquidity available 
for saving. 

 
The definitive measurement of the impact of linkages is not possible without 
experimental tests (in which the researcher randomly puts subjects into test or 
control groups) or quasi-experimental tests (in which subjects become test or 
control groups based on some variable assumed to have no effect on the 
variables being measured). The case of PAJER or any implementer in Rwanda 
does not qualify as either experimental or quasi-experimental, because the 
groups and individuals who choose to be linked are assumed to differ in 
important ways from those who choose not to be linked: they are likely to be 
wealthier and have more investment ideas and opportunities. It is important not 
to draw unjustified impact data from the routine collection and analysis of data 
suggested here. The findings that will come from the above measures are no 
more than suggestive, and should lead to further qualitative research.  
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Preliminary implementation chart 
 
All of these changes could be well underway within one year of project inception. 
The following chart shows possible implementation steps in the first year. The 
second year would consist in training new groups, re-training old groups, and in 
modifying the system based on field results, data from the MIS, and input from 
the Roundtables: 
 

MONTH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

RFP for curriculum 
development specialist 

                        

Develop Curriculum                         

Integrate Consumer 

curriculum with VSL 
training 

                        

Agree on system 
tweaks 

                        

Train staff in new 

curriculum 
                        

Train new groups                         

Train old groups                         

Roundtables                         

Study tour Kenya                         

MIS modifications                         

Data collection                         
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Annex 1: A short history of linkages 
  
The definitive history of linkages, like the definitive history of SGs, is yet to be 
written. The consultant has had an opportunity to collect some information 
providing insights into how the modern conception of SG-financial linkages may 
have developed. Much of the following is based on an earlier study he wrote for 
the Aga Khan Foundation18 that was limited to studies on the effects of credit 
linkages. 

4.9. Niger MMD savings 
 
The first modern SG program is thought to be CARE’s Mata Masu Dubara (MMD) 
project in Niger. Many of the significant features of modern SGs – saving into a 
common fund which in turn makes loans to members; annual share out; 
determination of the interest rate by the members; and use of a lock box with 
three locks – were developed by the members themselves.  
 
Sometimes, however, CARE suggested ideas. In one case, when savings had built 
up in some of the groups to a high and risky level, CARE suggested that the 
groups keep their savings in the national Postal Savings Bank. This suggestion 
was perfectly reasonable, in that it could only be expected to reduce risk. In fact, 
however, totally unpredictably, the government froze all accounts at the Postal 
Savings Bank, and the groups found themselves to various extents unable to 
access their savings, with the time chosen for share-out fast approaching.  
 
CARE debated what their responsibility was in this case, and after internal 
debate decided to take on its moral responsibility19, and found some funds to 
enable it to reimburse all the groups for the money lost in the bank.   
 

4.10. Niger MFI linkages 
 
Around 2004, CARE Niger was losing some of its major funding for the MMD 
project, and was forced to lay off some of the field staff who had worked on the 
project.  
 
CARE didn’t want to abandon its groups, and the idea was developed of linking 
them with a number of local mostly credit-only MFIs. CARE introduced the MFIs 
to the groups, at a minimum endorsing them, and probably urging groups to link 
to the MFIs.  
 
A half-dozen FIs - both MFIs and Credit Unions - began lending to the groups, all 
using similar procedures: 

                                                        
18 Rippey, Paul. Desk Review: Three Studies from Two Countries and One Statement of Principles 
Concerning Wholesale Lending to Savings Groups. Aga Khan Foundation. 2011. Unpublished. 
19 Moral responsibility is a term that will be used again in this study. By it is meant simply 
responsibility that is not enforceable by law or contract. While it is unlikely that savings group 
facilitators will be sued or pursued if they give bad advice to their groups, they have nonetheless 
– it is argued here – a responsibility for the outcome. 
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A loan officer for the FI, often accompanied by someone from CARE, would visit 
the group and propose a loan. The entire presentation of the advantages and 
risks of taking a loan was made by the loan officer. To understand the asymmetry 
of this relationship, it should be noted that many group members were women 
who had never attended a day of school, and Niger always places at or near the 
bottom of countries on the human development index, and in GDP per capita.  
 
If the group agreed, the loan officer would make a list of all the group members, 
the amount each intended to borrow, the purpose of the loan, and the amount of 
interest, usually between 2.5 and 3 percent per month. All the members would 
sign, often with a fingerprint, and in principle all the members would take the 
amount they had signed for. 
 
The President and the Treasurer would sign a loan agreement for the total 
amount of money borrowed, using the group’s assets as collateral. The list of 
members and signatures would be appended to this document. Under the local 
laws this was a legally binding document. 
 
The group would place the amount of the guarantee in a blocked account with 
the institution. The loan was then disbursed, usually in the offices of the financial 
institution, often to the same two members of the group who had signed the 
contract. The amount of the guarantee often constituted most or all of the 
group’s savings, so that the ability of the group to lend from its own funds was 
diminished or eliminated. In many cases, the groups essentially stopped being 
SGs, and became credit solidarity groups 
 
The group would make periodic payments to the FI until the loan and interest 
were completely paid. If the loan was repaid on time and without difficulty, the 
Financial Institution would propose a subsequent, larger loan. 
 
The results were that in the Zinder region, the first region to experiment with 
linkages, over half of all groups took loans from MFIs. Of those, about a quarter of 
the borrowers experienced problems in paying back their loans, as reported by 
the MFIs. It is significant that the MFIs reported that groups had difficulties only 
when payments were late; however, in many other cases, the groups faced 
difficulties and stresses even when they managed to pay back on time. In a small 
sample, all of the groups that had taken external loans reported that they had 
lost members since taking the loan, even if they reported that they were happy 
with the loan.  
 
Some borrowers reported that they were happy with the outcome (“It is only 
thanks to the external loans that we stayed in the village. Otherwise, we would 
have joined the rural-urban migration.”) Others expressed enormous difficulties 
(“We’ve stolen our husbands’ food to pay back the loan from [the MFI]”. 
 
If the experience of credit linkages was hard for the groups, it was equally 
difficult for the MFIs. In Zinder region, after the portfolio of MFI loans to SG grew 
for three years, the bubble burst in the fourth year, and the number of loans 
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decreased by almost half, while the value declined 11% (the MFIs were making 
fewer, but larger, loans). 
 
One MFI manager confided to an evaluator20: 
 

The debts to one MFI are repaid with loans from others. We used to be 
afraid to lend to men. Now, we’re starting to be afraid of lending to women 
too. We aren’t there to get women into debt. If we stop making loans, one or 
two of the MFIs will get paid back, and the others won’t. Given the level of 
commercial activity, rare is the woman who can manage more than 
100,000 francs [about $200]. The practice of making a loan immediately 
after the last one is paid back means that the women always pay back at 
100%, but they are getting deeper and deeper into debt. 

  
Because of these difficulties, the donor and CARE commissioned two studies to 
look at the relations between MFIs and SGs, and propose solutions. The first 
study was conducted by Hugh Allen in June of 2007. Allen noted21 that some 
groups had broken up or been decapitalized after taking external loans. He 
estimated 40 percent of groups that had received loans were having difficulties 
repaying them. In addition, while an estimated 60 percent of groups had agreed 
to take a first loan, only 15 percent, again an estimate, wanted to take 
subsequent loans. As part of this study, Allen made a series of recommendations 
that form the core of CARE’s linkage strategy today: 
 

 First loans should not exceed a one-to-one debt-to-equity ratio, and 
subsequent loans should not exceed a three-to-one debt-to-equity ratio. 

 
 Loan repayment should be flexible but time-bound; that is, borrowers 

should have a clear deadline by which the loan must be repaid, but should 
be allowed flexibility on when and how the loan is repaid within that time 
frame. 

 
 “Some consideration” should be given to abandoning the group guarantee 

on loans, given that some members profit more than others. 
 

 Consideration should be given to portfolio financing, or making a loan to 
the group that it would manage itself according to its own principles and 
procedures, rather than tying the group loan to a specified series of loans 
to the individual members. This has since become a standard feature of 
CARE’s methodology. 

 
Allen also recommended a subsequent study that would deepen the research on 
the issue of linkages between the MMD groups and FIs. That study was quickly 
commissioned, and carried out by Paul Rippey six months later, in January 2007.  

                                                        
20 Rippey, Paul. Key Findings and Recommendations from the Study on the Impact of Exterior 
Loans On the MMD Groups and Networks And Measures to Minimize Risks. Unpublished condensed 

version of a study, in French, prepared for CARE Niger and its partners, January 2008.  
21 Allen, Hugh. MMD in Niger: Evolution, perspectives and the future. June, 2007. 
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This study, which involved focus group discussions with forty groups, largely 
validated the conclusions of the Allen study concerning the impact of external 
loans, while adding observations about the high number of multiple loans to 
groups, and the loss of members by all groups which had taken external loans, 
even those which reported that the experience was positive. (Rippey had not 
seen the Allen report when he did his study). 
 
Rippey’s recommendations were substantially different than Allen’s. He urged 
CARE to take on the role of consumer advocate, warning of risks in excessive 
borrowing, and continuing to promote savings. This would, he hoped, help 
balance the strong voice of the MFIs in selling their products to groups; he 
argued that groups would be able to decide better if they heard both sides of the 
credit story.  
 
He also suggested that all parties agree to a code of conduct that would include 
these elements:  
 

 A prohibition against reckless lending, or lending without taking into 
account the ability of the borrower to repay without the probable result 
of seizing the borrower’s collateral. 

 A prohibition against loans that create risks for the poorest, to the 
advantage of the less poor. In other words, the savings of the poorest 
members of a group should not be used as guarantees for loans to the 
relatively wealthier members. 

 A requirement that FIs calculate their interest and fees in a standard way 
and communicate the total cost of borrowing to their customers.  

 
While Niger was going through its painful experience, CARE was also 
experimenting with a different lending scheme in Rwanda. 
 

4.11. Rwanda experience with Banque Populaire 
 
CARE had introduced SGs to Rwanda as early as 1999, and by mid-2007, CARE 
Rwanda had trained 2,218 SLAs with 33,446 members. CARE entered into a 
partnership with the then Union des Banques Populaires, an apex cooperative 
grouping together the individual local level SACCOs called Banques Populaires.  
 
CARE observed some unmet desire for larger loans among group members, and 
decided to try to link their groups to financial institutions. As a first step, CARE 
grouped the SLAs in federations, called Intergroupments (IGs). By 2007, there 
were 42 IGs. CARE signed an agreement with the BP through which CARE would 
organize and train the groups, and train the IGs in the analysis of loan 
applications. The analysis was important in that the Banque Populaire branches 
counted on it in determining whether a loan should be made. 
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CARE placed a revolving credit fund of US$267,500, or approximately US$20,000 
per IG, with the Union des Banques Populaires du Rwanda (UBPR). UBPR 
managed the fund and made it available to local BPs. 
 
The groups first opened term deposit accounts with their local BP. They applied 
for loans from the BP by submitting loan applications to their IG for assessment. 
The BPs made the loan to the groups, and the groups repaid directly to the BPs. 
 
The BPs in turn gave 30 percent of the interest received on the loans to the IG to 
help offset the costs of the loan assessment. Groups could apply for loans after 
one year or less of saving. The first loan was limited to $1000, while subsequent 
loans could be larger.  
 
The BPs lent to the groups at their normal terms: an annual interest rate of 14 
percent plus a one percent service charge, a period of four to 12 months, 
monthly or quarterly installments, and a guarantee in the form of a blocked 
savings account of at least 25 percent of the amount of the loan. These terms 
combine to produce an effective annual percentage rate of 31.5% - a rate that 
would be reasonable for an MFI, were it not for being guaranteed at 100% by 
CARE’s funds.  
 
The agreement signed between CARE and the UBPR projected that the BPs 
would begin to make loans out of their own funds once lending the CARE funds 
had been shown to be successful. In fact, this did not happen22 because the BPs 
were not willing to give 30 percent of their interest earnings to the IGs. The IGs 
were being run by volunteers from the groups, but nonetheless found the 30 
percent received was not sufficient to cover their travel and other costs 
associated with assessing the loan applications. 
 
In the one published study of this experiment, the consultant23 noted that the 
repayment rate on internal loans was 97.3%, while it was a much lower 93.5% 
on external loans. The reasons for this are obscure.  
 
He also noted that utilization of the internal loan fund – the money saved by the 
members – was quite low, with yearly lending being less than yearly savings; 
usually lending is higher, as savings are lent out and returned several times in a 
cycle. He speculated that this might be due to a preference for the external funds, 
or it might be due to reserve requirement, which blocked a portion of the 
internal funds to meet the 25% guarantee of the BP. In any case, there was 
strong evidence that the availability of the external loans suppressed lending 
with the internal funds.   
 
In January 2008, the Union was transformed into a commercial bank, and the 
experiment ended.  
 

                                                        
22 Or at least had not happened by the time of the study from which this information is drawn: 
Maes, Jan. Linkages between CARE’s VS&LAs with Financial Institutions in Rwanda: Case Study.  
23 Jan Maes, op.cit. 
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4.12. CARE Uganda 
 
CARE Uganda, working in part under grants received from Barclays Bank, has 
developed a cautious approach to linkage. Barclays Bank has developed a 
product that is particularly well suited for SGs, and which CARE suspects may 
not be profitable for the Bank, but rather is part of their desire to increase 
financial inclusion. Barclays offers a line of credit, and allows groups to take out 
less than the approved amount, a highly desirable approach for the group, for 
reasons discussed elsewhere in this report. Barclays also has no-fee savings 
accounts for the groups.  
 
CARE also links groups to Centenary Bank, though in that case the terms are 
more commercial and less favorable to the groups. CARE only links groups that 
are at least two years old, that is, are in their third cycle, saying that24, “in the first 
cycle, the group has just been formed, members are getting to know each other and 
there is a trainer to support the group through out the cycle, therefore not yet 
mature.  In Year/cycle II, the group is learning to stand on its own and do 
transactions with minimal or no external support at all.  To us, this is a 
determining year of whether the group will withstand time or not, therefore not 
good idea to bring in linkage proposals.” 
 
CARE programs use a standard form for assessing the readiness of groups to take 
on a credit linkage: 
 
No. Criteria MIS Measure Scoring criteria Score 

Quantitative measures (total marks for Quantitative measures = 75) 

1 Maturity of group Refer MIS Archive - Number 3 –Date 
of first savings cycle 

Less than 1 year = 0 
1 to 2 years        = 6 
2 years or more  = 10  

2 Savings volumes in 
previous cycle 

MIS Archive - Number 12 - Net 
Value of savings at shareout in last 
cycle 

Less than 2 million USH = 0 
2 to 5 million USH  = 7 
5 to 8 million USH  = 10 
More than 8 million USH =15  

3 Savings volumes this 
cycle 

Number 12 - Net Value of savings 
this cycle 

 Less than USH 0.50 million=0 
0.50 to 1 million USH = 3 
More than 1 million USH = 5  

4 Attendance rates Number 10 - Number of members 
attending meeting 

Less than 80% = 0 
Between 80 to 90% = 3 
More than 90% = 5  

5 Loan fund utilization 
rate 

Calculated - Value of loans 
outstanding divided by Total assets 
of the group (i.e.value of fixed assets 
and other funds) 

Less than 50% = 0 
50% to 75% = 6 
More than 75% = 10  
  

                                                        
24 Interview by phone and email with Grace Majara of CARE Uganda. 
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6 Portfolio at risk Calculated - Portfolio at 
risk 

If PAR more than 10% = 0 
PAR between 5% and 10%=3 
PAR between 3% and 5%= 6 
PAR between 1% and 3% = 9 
If PAR is Nil (0%) = 10 
  

7 Amount written off as a 
percentage of last 
share-out amount 

Number 18 - amount 
written off at shareout 

5% or more = 0 
Between 2% and 5% = 3 
Between 1% and 2% = 6 
Nil (0%) = 10  
  

8 % of members with 
active loans 

Calculated - % of 
members with active loans 

 If less than 40% = 0 
Between 40% and 60% = 3 
Between 60% and 80% = 6 
More than 80% = 10 
  

Qualitative measures (Total marks for Qualitative measures = 25) 

9 Member 
discipline during 
the meeting 

Did all the members 
come in time for the 
meeting, or if some 
members came late, did 
they pay a fine? 

Yes = 5 
No = 0 
  

1 Meeting 
procedures 

Were all the members 
seated according to 
their number and carry 
out transaction in that 
order? 

Fully as per procedure = 5 
Generally as per procedure=2 
Significant deviation from 
procedures = 0 
  

11 Member 
awareness about 
group norms 

Did all members appear 
to have good awareness 
about group norms? 

All members display 
awareness = 5 
Most members display 
awareness = 2Very few or 
none of the members display 
awareness = 0 
  

12 Decision making 
about loans 

When the members 
wanted to take loan, did 
the Secretary check 
how much they had 
saved in this cycle and 
apply the rule of 
providing a loan not 
more than 3 times the 
member saving in this 
cycle? Were all 
decisions made with 
consensus? 

Yes = 10 
No = 0 
  

  Total marks obtained by the group (add 
the score obtained against each of the 
12 criteria above to arrive at this total) 

 

 
Some of these criteria make perfect sense: 
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 Requiring a high volume of savings will tend to exclude the poorest and 
most vulnerable from the added risk and stress of an external loan.  

 Assessing the extent to which the group is aware of and follows its 
procedures can indicate the extent to which a group is likely to have the 
discipline and solidarity to follow through on a commitment.  

 
On the other hand, some of the criteria are surprising: 
 

 Giving any marks for a loan fund utilization rate as low as 50% is 
counterintuitive. A group that is lending such a low proportion of its own 
funds should not need an external loan.  

 Any portfolio at risk or write-offs would seem to require greater caution 
than is indicated by the table. If the group cannot manage its smaller 
internal loans, it is a risky candidate for outside loans. 

 
Nonetheless, the procedures seem capable of filtering out some groups that 
should be eliminated. CARE Rwanda uses an identical form and reports that 
about 90% of the groups pass the test, and are shown to be eligible for linkages. 
 

4.13. COSAMO Kenya 
 
One of the Aga Khan studies in its learning initiative on combining other 
activities with SGs focused on CARE’s COSAMO project in Kenya25. Unlike the 
other commissioned studies, this one was designed to examine the spontaneous 
behavior of groups after the facilitating agency had left. In this case, the project 
had ended four years earlier and CARE had left the groups alone, with very little 
contact26. 
 
The study found that almost a third of all groups had a bank account. These were 
spontaneously opened by the groups, with no assistance from CARE whatever. 
However, they were perhaps influenced in part by local authorities: all groups 
are required to register with local authorities, and when they do so, they receive 
two documents: a certificate of registration, and a letter “to whom it may 
concern” saying that the group exists, is registered, and is authorized to open 
accounts in its name. It is speculated that this document may have tipped the 
balance of many groups in favor of opening an account.  
 
Most of the groups had no balance, or only a minimum balance, in their accounts. 
A few had used the account for safe keeping of funds before share out, but most 
complained that the banks were too far, and the expense and risk of transporting 
funds to the bank was not worth the advantages. No groups had borrowed from 
a bank or an MFI, although in some cases, MFIs had approached the groups and 

                                                        
25 Odell, Marcia and Rippey, Paul. The Permanence and Value of Savings Groups in CARE Kenya’s 
COSAMO Programme, Aga Khan Foundation, 2011. 
26 It is noteworthy to mention as general evidence of the sustainability of savings groups that of 
the 44 groups formed by CARE, 43 were still active, and the researchers located and interviewed 
an additional 37 groups, formed by members since CARE’s departure; the researchers were 
certain that they did not locate all the new groups. 
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been turned away. In one case, members said, “We turned down [name of MFI] 
because we didn’t want to have seven motorcycles and a LandCruiser coming 
into the compound to take our property.”  
 


